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T rllstees change bylaws
Vote allows Haaland more power
By Chris Pollet
The Board of Trustees passed
a change in the bylaws on '
.February 18th darifying the role .
of the -Board and the power of
both the chancellor and University system presidents.
"What the change did was to
clarify the role of the chancellor
and the role of the president_ as
a leader and a manager," said
. Claire Van Ummerson, Chancellor of the University system.
Van Ummerson said the change
brought more power to the
president for everyday policies
and let the board deal with more
key issues of policy ...
Dan DiBiasio, executive as- ·
sisra~1t to President Haaland,
~ summed up a statement from
the board on the purpose of the
change ''.to revise policies to
delegate oversight and system
leadership to the 'c hancellor and
institutional leadership to the

had gotten aw'ay from the polpresident."
DiBiasio said the change icies _" Holt said the re was a
wuuld bring closer scrutiny to definite need to clarify roles
within the University system .
personnel, facility, and financial
Ruth Morrell, Chairperson
policies at UNH.
Governor John Sununu, ·each of the Student Affairs Subcompresident of the University m i tte of the board, said the
system, various alumni, and bylaws were written many years
representatives from all over ago and were quite ·wordy. She
the state make up the · 24 said the clarification was essenmember board which meets tial because the board's. role was
three times a year. The Board inconsistent with its original
has four committees: Executive, intent.
Academic Affairs, Alumni AfMorrell said the job of the ,
fairs," and Financial Affairs. Each b?ard was "not to settle petty
committee meets on the average differences but to deal with ·
more important policies such
of once a month.
Robert Holt, Student Trustee as housing."
.
.
Van U mmerson said this was
from Plymouth State College,'
outlined the goals of the board the first step for the University
at their fall retreat and said there system. She said the next step
was a belief "the board tended was for revision of policies on 1
to get into the everyday activ- the campus level and fina•lly a
President Gordon Haaland informed the Student Senate Sunday
ities of i:he schools (UNH, PSC, · procedural-change on the camand Keene State Coilege) and _puys level.
night of the changes made in by-laws that the Board of Trustees
passed. (file photo) ·

, UNH takes AIDS policy
By Pamela DeKoning
la response to the .national
epidemic proportions of ,the
AIDS virus, the University has
adopted a procedure for dealing
with employees. and students
who might have AIDS.
According to Director · of
Human Services Nancy Deane,
the procedure is an interim
measure until an -official proposal is drawn up by a state
committee which is currently
working on a proposal for the
entire state University system_
According to Peggy ~iesch nick, head of AIDS education,
there are 59 full-blown cases
of AIDS in New Hampshire_
She said there are an estimated
800 to 8,000 people infocted

·· with the HlV. virus in the state.
She said the number of AIDS
ca-ses doubles every y'e ar and
there is no reason to believe that
Durham is immune to the virus.
Bealth Services was unable ,
to confirm or deny AIDS cases
on campus because of confidentiality.
· The procedure is broken up
into three areas : persons with
AIDS, reporting AIDS, a·nd
intervention of heahh services
in protecting the needs and
rights of AIDS victims. ·
The procedure stresses confidentiality for AIDS victims,
according to Kieschnick.
She said, "Any information
kept on AIDS cases is completely confidential. Records are kept

in a locked 'file, AIDS patients
/ are treated no differently than
anyone else."
Under the procedure, persons
with AIDS aren ' t required to
report their condition. The
procedure encourages them to,
. and makes confidentiality exa~t,
according to Deane.
According to the procedure, .
- persons with AIDS are encouraged to report to Health Services in order that Health
Services may provide appropriate assistance and counsel.
The procedure outlines two
•methods of notifying the Health
Services Center, acco r ding to
Kieschnick . An AIDS victim
AIDS, page 7 .

One name fOr trustee ballot
These students participated in hypnotist Guy Anthony's sho"'i
Monday night. See what these people did next by turning td
page 5. (Peter Tamposi photo)

INSIDE ·. ****
The Red .Cross exceeded its
quota with ·the help of _
UNH
students. See·page 6.
I bin HYP~NO-TIZED! !!! See page

5.

By Bryan Al_e xander
election were found to be illegDennis O'Connell, who won iti1)1ate because of a technicality.
The senate blundered this fall
the bogus election for student
trustee on the University Board when it neglected to notice a
of Trustees, was the only ap- stipulation which states that the
plicant for the rescheduled senate has to petition to hold
election, accordin'g to Steve the trnstee election before
Roderick, the election coordi- March_ They did not petition,
nator.
and the re::sults were declared
Roderick said eight applica- null and void.
O'Connell said he was happy
tions were taken from the
Student Senate office, but O'Con- . that he does not have to devote
nell's was the only one to come time and :e nergy into a campaign
in time for the. 4 p,m. deadline for a election he has already
yesterday.
won. He said the last election
Although O'Connell will be was a drain on him physically,
the only person -on the ballot, emotionally, and scholastically.
One ne.g ative aspect he pointthe election will still be staged.
ed out about the lack of contJsIt will take place on March 7.
Roderick said he believed tion, is the need for attention
nobody wanted to challenge on the trustee position. He said
O'Connell since he had already a campaign would have brought
won an electioll'for the spot this the trustee position to the
fal I. But the results of this forefront once again.

This would enable more stu?ents ro learn about this very
important student position,
according to O'Connell.
Student Activity Fee Chair-·
person for the Student Senate,
Patrick Sweeney, said he had
no plans on entering the election. Sweeney's write-in campaign forced the election into
a run-off vote in the fall. But
he dropped out of the race
before the tun-off election took
place.
Sweeney said he did he is
planning to concentratf on
other endeavors than the trustee
position, and wished O'Connell
luck.
"I hope Dennis does a good
job an_d ·repre~ents the students
with a strong voice," said Sweeney. 'Tm confident in his ability."
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The cold truth behind dangerous snoWball fights
By John P. Robert
Every time there is ~now
faffing on the .UNH campus, it
is safe to assume that there are
snowball fights somewhere .
This is a good way of having
some clean fun but sometimes
these. activities can get carried
away.
Since December there has
been over $2,100 damage ,done
to windows, screens, and doors
of campus resident halls by
snowballs. Four people have
been cut by flying glass from
snowballs breaking through
windows ; This blatant vandalism is .a serious problem that
must be recognized by all students living on and off campus,
according to Het zel/Huddleston Resident Director Andrew Knight.
Knight asserted, "We know
that other members · of the
community, other than campus .
residents, were involved so that
makes · it a serious issue all
students must confront. All
members of the University
community suffer."
Resident of Englehardt Jeff
Friedman explains what hap. pened during a December snow., ball -fight. "I was standing near
the window watching the fight
outside when all of a sudden this
snowball came out of nowhere.
The little pieces of glass were
skin of my face
Snowball fights sometimes snowball into vandalism; (file photo) lodged in the
and came within a half of an inch

of my eyes. I felt all over my face suggested h_is theo~ies for students' destructive impulses.
a .sort of deep stinging."
"In a snowball fight, students.
Luckily, hall resident and
Emergency Medical Technician . are letting loose pent-up frusElizabeth Stewart was on hand trations and emotions," he said.
Joe Cronin, a judicial advisor,
to administer first aid.
Residential ,Director of En- agreed and added, "The damage
glehardt Hall Margaret Russ costs c_a n accumulate over time
said about the incident, "By which the students end up
some miracle of God, he didn't paying in the long run."
Obviously not everyone who
get Iglass l in his eyes."
Resident of a first floor room is out there having fun in the
in Fairchild, Christine Hennes- snow is breaking windows. Only
sey, also had glass sprayed in a small minority .resort to vanher face after students pelted dalism to get their.kicks.
Sophom_o re John Keyfeyan
her window for five rr;iinutes.
"We were trapped in our commented, "Snowball ·fights
room because the door is right are a fun thing. It's only on~ or
in back of the window, and the ,. two bad apples out of the whole
glass was flying right at our exit group, that are out to break
·
So we coulqn't get help," she windows."
view.
similar
a
has
Knight
said.
"The actions of a few -indiDeborah Bean of McLaughlin
Hall was in a friend's room' viduals have had far-reaching
when she was hit by flying glass implications on the comfort and
from a wind ow broken by a security 'o f their fellow stu:.
·
snowball. She said that it caused dents," he said.
6y-"U nidefined
is
Vandalism
eye.
her
under
a cut
The snowball fights them- form <;:rime Reporting" of 1978
selves are not bad. It's just when as "the willful or malicious
the damage occurs to the dorms destruction, injury, disfigurethat it becomes a problem, . ment, or defacement of any
according ro Resident Director public or private property."
Psychology professor Ellen
of · Fairchild Hall Catherine
Cohn said that there are differHarder.
She said, "I was even out ent theories about the kinds of
joining them for a while (during · vandalism th~t occur. One theone incident), but when they ory is "play vandalism" which
starred to throw them at the pe0ple turn to vandalism as a
building, I ·got upset."
SNOWBALLS, pa.ge 11
Sophomore To_m Groleau
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P-ernicio us pollution
problems persist in proximity of Pittsburgh
One or more industries seem to have taken
advantage of a fuel spill last month and dumped
their own chemicals into the Ohio River, chemicals
that are far more dangerous pollutants than the
fuel which spilled, water quality experts say.
Peter Tennant, water quality program manager .
for the Ohio River Valley Sanitation Commission
in Cincinnati, said water samples taken along a
15-mile stretch between Wheeling and Moundsville,
W .Va., the week of Jan. 10 · revealed traces of
chloroform, methylene chloride and trichlorethane.
All three are used a industrial solKnts. Chloroform
and methyle~e chlqride are carcinogens and can
accumulate in . the bodies· of fish and other marine
life. At the levels found, they significantly exceed
the Federal cancer risk level for rivers and streams,
according_to Mr. Tennant.
The chemicals were dumped sometime after the
fuel spill, in which an estimated 730,000 gallons
of diesel oil poured from a ruptured tank of the
Ashland Oil Company into the Monongahela River
south of Pittsburgh on Jan. 2, then flowed into the ·
Ohio River, threatening drinking supplies in
_surrounding states.

,:

Swaggert admits that he
did the dirty deed

China wanted to use so·viet A-Bombs on Gls

Evangelist Jimmy Swaggert, tearful and without
the ' characteristic fire in his voice, told his
congregation Sunday that he had sinned and was
stepping down from his television ministry
following accusations of sexual misconduct. _
Swaggert' s confession stunned his congregation
of 6,000, first to silence, then to wails of anguish.
It was another blow to the . world of television
evangelism, already reeling from previous scandals.
"I have sinned against you," Swaggert said from
the pulpit of his Family Worship Center. "I have
· brought disgrace -and humiliation and embarassment
.
upon you.· I beg your forgiveness."
Swaggert di.cl not describe what he had dene, but
'he said news reports since he met with Assemblies
of God officials -Thursday had been "fair and
objective." ABC news had quoted sources as saying
Swaggert was under a church-investigation.
Other sources said that a former New Orleans
minister, Marvin Gorman, had given denomination
officials photographs that showed Swaggert entering
and leaving a motel with a prostitute, allegedly
in the fall. Gorman also had been defrocked for
sexua_l misconduct.

fo a.n advance copy of his memoirs, Soviet
President Andrei Gromyko reveals that Mao TseTung sought Soviet help in 1958 in a plan which
involved luring American troops into the_center
of China, then attacking them with Russian nuclear
,
weapons.
According to The New York Times, Gromyko,
in his autobiography "Memoir," recalls the 1958
meeting with Mao, which QCcurred during an
inte_rnational crisis centering on the islands of
Quelnoy and Matsu. The islands, which were claimed
by Chinese Nationali-sts on Taiwan, had come unaer
artillery ·attack from Communist Chi.Qa. ·
Mao had expected the United States to come to
the aid of .the Taiwanese, and ev·en'tually invade,
the ~hines~ mainland. He told Gromyko that he
would then lure. the U.S. troops deep into China,
where they'd be easy targets for Soviet nudear
weapons. Mao was apparently betting that his earlier
statement, that China was the only nation in the
world that could survive a nuclear war, was true.
But Gromyko told him,"The scena'1"io of war
described by you cannot meet a positive response
by us," putting-a stop to Mao's plans.
Gromyko's book is expected to be published in
the Soviet Union within the next few weeks.

T rocker tries to,aid moBlack youth whose death -torist but kills her instead
penalty was overturne d
A 26-year-old Freedom, Maine, woman died after
driver tried to help- her but but ended up
truck
a
_is convicted in retrial
hitting her instead, pcHice said.
In Marion, Ark., a black teen-ager sentenced tb
death at the age of 15 was convicted Saturday of
murder in a retrial ordered after the state Supreme
Court overturned his original conviction by an a-11w hite jury. The prosecutor said he would not seek
·
the death penalty again.
The defendant, Ronald C. Ward, now 18 years
old, was sentenced to life in prison without parole. ,, ·
The Critt~nden County Circuit Court jury -found _Mr. Ward guilty in the 1985 stabbing deaths of
three white people. There were eight whites and
· four blacks on the jury in the new trial.

• St'a te police Trooper Mark Nickerson said
Michelle- Abbott was struck by the tractor trailer
truck early Saturday while she was standing on the
.shoulder of Maine Route 3 near China. Nickerson
said Abbott got out of her car afrer it slid off the
slush-covered highway. The truck's driver, Francis
Rohatch, 56, of Midlothian, Va., saw the stranded
woman arid tried to stop the truck to ·help her. When
Rohatch applied the brakes, the truck slid on the
icy road, swinging arnund and striking both the.
woman and her car. Nickerson said the truck landed
on its side.

Televan gelist Jim
Bakker's parents hit the -·
skids
The parents of Jim Bakker, the former president
of the PTL television ministry, have applied for
unemployment benefits after being dismis~ed from
their jobs as greeters at PTL's Heritage USA
· -·
. religious the.m e park.
Raleigh Bakker and his wife, Furnia, both 81
years old, still live at the resor~. PTL, which is
involved in Federal bankruptcy proceedings, has
cut 1,800 jobs since 1985, a spokeswoman said.
'\._
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Morrison to leave SHARPP

Mariquita Morris~>n will be relinquishing her SHARPP duties
to concentrate on her Commuter Transfer Center duties. (Deborah Hopkins photo) ·
J

By Braelynn-Murphy
har'rassment. Morrison said that
The University will have to this. ~hould .e nable people to gain
find a new director of the Sexual insight to V(ha't sort·of proc~sses
Harassment and Rape Preven- they can follow, if harassed . .
." This is important -stuff.
tion Program (SHARPP) when
the position becomes a full-time · Someone should be de~ling with
job. Mariquita Morrison, current it on a full-time basis," excoordinator of the program, said . plained Morrison.
.Part of the decision to inshe will not be assuming the
crease the SHARPP coordinanew responsibilities.
The position will be turned tor's duties is due in part co the
into a full-time job due to the nugiber of reported crimi0.al
growing necessity and impor- sexual activities on campus sinc;e
tance of these counseling ser- last spring, she said.
She said she will not be able
vices, according to Morrison.
to handle the full-time position
"Th~ expanded awareness of of SHARPP, and the position
rape on college campuses has of Commuter Trans.fer ·Center •
made it apparent that this coordinator. Morrison said she
position needs. to be more than will. continue to work as the
commuter coordinator.
part time," she said.
Both services, offered
It will call for an increased
amount of time and energy, -she through the Dean of Students
said. In addition, there will be Office, have kept Morrison "too
an increased emphasis on ed- busy," she said. As SHARPP
ucating the public about the new coordinator, Morrison trains
UNH policies regarding sexual

and ·counsels the nine faculty
and staff me·mbers who work ·
with sexual harassment and
rape victims on campus.
The SHARPP program has~
been in existence since 1982,
'Yhen reports of rape and related
sexual crimes became more
common and publicized on
college campuses all over the
country, said Mo'rrison. She has
held the position since last
.
spring.
The candidates for the position should have a M.A. in
counseling, psychotherapy, a
related field, or equivalent
experience, said Morrison. She
said she hopes to have five well
qualified candidates by the .
beginning of April.
Part of the eliminating process will include public presentations by the candidates, where
students and staff can ask questions, according to Mor.rison. .

Students .guilty of
shooting firetruck
By Tim Thornton
from outside the University as
Two UNH students, who well as the thoses initiated by
pleaded guilty to four University Durham-UNH Fire Departcharges stemming from a Jan- ment Chief, Robert Wood.
lnforrf).ation regarding the ·
uary 17 shooting incident, were
placed in jeopardy of suspension . local charges was not available
by the University Judicial Board from either the Durham police
or the fire department.
last week.
· According to Wood, DurhamDurham police· would not
refease the names of the indi- UNH Rescue ' One was struck
. , by a single projectile as the
viduals involved.
No one was injured in the department responded to a fire
shooting, but a Durham-UNH alarm call at Alpha Chi Omega
Fire Department ·vehicle was sorority on Madbury Rd. He said
it was shortly after 2 a.m. on
damaged in the incident.
Both individuals pleaded January 17.
Firefighters James Davis and
guilty to all four University
charges on February 15. The Rick Wood, aware that the
charges included use of a dan- vehicle had been hit, searched
gerous weapon and destruction the area and confronted two
of _property. The students could individuals with a BB rifle in
have faced the maximum penal- front of Sigma Beta fraternity.
ty. of dismissal from the Uni- , The firefighters confiscated
versity.
SHOOTING, page 10

Students of Stoke Hall have been deprived the use of the exercise room in their dorm.(file;

~~)
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. . Stoke weight room still locked
.
Slow reaction lets
Th-e Alarm go O ff

._

.
By Ed McDaid
The popular rock band, The
Alarm, will not be doing a show
at UNH this spring. The band
will be touring the area in the
spring, and could have played
at UNH either on the 22nd or
the 29th of April.
George Gavutis, president of
the Student Committee On
Popular Ent e r·t a in men t
(SCOPE), said the failure to
book the band occurred partly
as a result of his inability to'
respond quickly enough to the
band's open dates.
Gavutis explained that in
order to booka band, a cost sheet
must be written up and submitted for approval either to the
St1Jdent Activity Fee Council
(SAFC) or to the SAFC Executive Council.
He said the problem with
-:og through SAFC is that they
•. ..:et only on Tuesdays, and
often decisions have to be made
before that. The alternative to
approval through a SAFC meeting is an approval by two-thirds
of the members of the SAFC

-

Executive Council.
The executive council is comprised of the Student Activity
Fee OFganizaxion (SAFO) business manager, Chris Germain,
the SAFO Chairperson, Don
Harley, and the SAFC Chairper~on, Patrick Sweeney. Gavutis
said he would like this council
to become a more constructive
quick-decision maker.
Gavutis said, "If exec were
to function as an instant decision
maker, it would alle~iate a lot
of the problem with the bid
timing. As it is now, the council
does not move qu!ck enough.
Particularly, Chris Germain
does not want to make a decision."
"The music industry works
on instant notification," Gavutis
saiq. "In probably 90 percent
of other schools, the person in
my position is allowed to make
a decision. They don't have to
go through council."
. SAFO business mana_ger
Chris Germain said that Gavutis

ALARM, page
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By Rich Kelley
. ~he breakdown 1? co~mu_n- .
1Ca.t1on ~etween Res1dent1al fafe .
and the staff at St?ke Hall h~s
caused the e,:Cerc1se ~oom 10
Stoke to remam unavailable for
st ~?ent use._
.
,,
UNH Fit _S_top, a~ exer~is_e
program affiliated with Res1dential ~ife, was to open Oct.
5, 1987, m what used to be th¢
Stok~ ~A lounge.
In!tially, Peter Von Depp, an
RA 10 Stoke las~ year, wan~ed
tocreateanexerc1seroo_mwh1eh
would be run and morntored by
the students. If someone wanted ·
, to use the _r_oof!!, th:Y would
schedule a time m whICh to use
it and obtain a key from the
community desk located in the
lobby of Stoke, he said.
~hat has happened sine~ the
ongmal proposal was submitted
l~ st academic year, is unclear.
S~ott Chesner, th~ as~ocia~e
dlfector of Res1dent1al Life, said
he a_ssumed the room was operatmg.
Chesney said he thought that
th e hall g~?vernments .at St~ke
had set up a program m whICh
th e stud ents were _using the
room a nd was surpnsed tha~ a
program had not yet been 10 -

troduced. He expressed enthu- buy back the equipmenrfrom .
siasm for the program and said · Stoke," she said.
Gary Carskadden, Stoke hall
that Residential Life had purchas~d mats, exerc~se bikes, and direc~or, sai_d he is _awar~ that
card1ov~scular eqmpment to be exercise equipment 1s available.
used with_ the _rowing machine But he said he is unsure. of any
and exercise bike purchased by plan of action concerning the
opening of the exei;cise room. .
Stoke.
Other RAs in Stoke believe
Chesney also said that it is
t~e hall government's respon- the exercise room is a great idea
s1bility_ to set up the exercise but that somewhere along the
room smce Stoke Hall govern- way the actual implementation
of the program has fallen
ment_s funded the program.
Eltzabe~h Jackson, _the 7th through bu:reaucratidoopholes.
Manyoftheresiden-tsofStoke
fl?or RA lil ~toke, voiced her
discontent 10 the fact that were unaware that such a room
nothing has been done with the existed, but all interviewed said
~oom. She stated that approx- they would definately use the .
1mately $70 to $90 of the 7th exercise room as an alternative
floor funds had gone toward to the Field House which is
purchasing some of the exercise often overcrowded.
Where the fault lies in this
equipment.
Jackson said she is now more case is a mystery to all involved.
concerned with the fact that RAs and residents of Stoke
money that could have been used . would like .the lines of communfor student activities has been ication open again, or at least
spent on exercise equipment to have a guiding hand, since
that students are unable to use. · the exercise room idea is a good
Jackson's concerns also include one. If that does not work Stoke
ju,s t exactly who will be able to · r~sidents want the money'which
use the equipment if and when was spent on the exercise equipment returned to hall funds for
the room 1s opened. .
"If Residentiaf Life is going use in activities in which the
to open it to everyone on residents of Stoke will actually
. be able to participate.
. campus, Residential Life should
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ON THE .SPOT
··. Do_you feel that_student s with AIDS
should be allowed to attend UNH? .

nYes; it's discrimination
saying a person can't come
because of AIDS. That_'s
like saying· a left-handed .
person can't attend. "

nif it can be· caught by
other people I don't think
they should be allowed to
attend, just like any other .
. deadly disease. 'If they
don't cause a threat they
should be allowed to attend."
. -Peter Cline
. Freshman , · .. ·. · ·, . ·
., c;qmtf!,unication · ·)
,
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nAttending the (!niversity
doesn't mean you have to
have sexual contact with
anyone, so why not?"

''My personal opinion is;_.'.
that they shouldn't, but it's
unfair to deny them the
opportunity."

Chuck Bouchard ·
Senior
Communications

Rob Reynolds
Freshman
Mech-E_ng.
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CALENDAR

. 1tfES'DAY, FEBRUAR.Y 23

"' "'.': ·

HUMANITIES LEC.T URE SERIES - "Renaissance Humani?m," DonaldJ .-Wilcox, History. Room 216, Hamilton
Smith, 11 a.m. to" 12:30 p.m, .
.
.
.
"rood Fri-ght" ~ A prnfessional play on the issue of eating
disorders. Grarnte State Room, MU B, 7 and 9 p.m., students
$1, general $2.
·
..
.
)
UNH JAZZ BAND - Bill Reeve, directing. Strafford Room,
MUB, 8 p.m..
.
.
·
- ,~
MEN'S ICE HOCKEY - vs. Lowell. Snively 7 p.m.
C

BL\CK HISTORY MONTH - MUB Film Series, "Maids .
and Madams." On South African women and apartheid.
Hillsborough'Room, MUB, 8 p.m.
·
EATON HOUSE OPEN H OUSE - The creative arts minidorm is having an open house. Live entert~inment and
refreshments. All welcome. Upper Lounge, Eaton House,
8-10 p.m.
·
UNIVERSITY THEATER ~ "In the Shadow of the Glen "
· and "The Well of the Saints." Hennessy 'T heater, Pa!:11 Art~,
8p.m. ·
·

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 24
BLACK HISTORY MONTH - Residence Hall Film Series.
'
-"Montegomery to Memphis." Stoke Hall, 8 p.m.
UNIVERSITY THEATER - "In the Shadow of the Glen "
and "The Well of the Saints." Hennessy Theater Patil Art's
10:30 a.m. and 8 p.m:'
'
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL -

7 p.m.

vs. ·Northeastern. Field House,
_

Amhony's student volunteers continued to perform for the audience.(Peter Tamposi)

_THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 25

·Hypllotist mesmerizes crowd
By Suzanne Kingsbury

LUNCH BOX ViDEOS WORKING IN THE THEATER
- AMERICAN THEATER WING SEMINAR '-'Working
In The Theater: The Performance." Hennessy Theater, Paul
4 rrs, 12:30 p.m. .
.

that normally."
Towards the end-of the night, ·
Anthony had a male UNH
st_u dent lie face up, with his
shoulders on the top of one chair
and his feet on the top of
another. A 105 pound girl then
stood on the top of his chest.
.· The audience enjoyed the act,
clapping and laughing throughout. By the end o(che night;
most of the students were
standing up along the walls or
sitting on the backs of chairs
to view the subjects under
Anthony's spell.
One student in the audience
stated,- "I w·ould love to be
hypnotized, but I'm too _scared."
The · volunteers . on stage
seemed i'n a daze when the show
was over. Chris Olsen, one of
. the volunteers claimed, "It was
a real experience."
He said he knew he was under
hypnosi:s, but .he had to follow
ANTHONY, page 11
.

About 13 volupteers were put
,: Gu·y Anthony, a hypnotist under hypnosis, sitting on chairs
from Boston, brought many . placed on stag€ for _the audience
UNH students into a new di- to· view. These volunteers were
mension of entertainmen-r in told to think of a funny story,
, th~ Strafford Room at the MUB become hot and itchy, hold an
imaginary puppy, and wipe
l~st night.
., Anthony is a professionsal imaginary -sweat off their faces.
h'ypnotist who has a masters S o m e s u b j e c t s~ l a u g h e d ,
degree in Clinical psychology. scratched and stroked their dog
He scarred as an on-stage hyp- on stage. Others fell in· and out
notise dealing with the theatrical of hypnosis, laughing with the
side of hypnosis which he calls, audience sometimes and follow- ·
"the far side." He now special- ing direct orders other times.
Anchon'y had the. subjects
izes in drug and alcoho-1 addict.ion.
'
impersonate famous celebrities.
Anthony's powe•rful recall The subjects acted 01,_1t their
ability was proven at the begin- parts beautifully, allowing the
ning of the evening when he audience to view Cyndi Lauper,
recit_e d the name and phone Madonna, BrU<;e Springsteen, ·
number of a resident in a New and others. Each volunteer sang,
Hampshire phone book which danced, and received their ap·
was picked randomly by a vo- plause as regular celebrities.
lunteer in the audience.
·
One surprised student stared
Before starting his show, at her friend who was imperAnrhony\explained to the au- · sonating Stevie Nicks on stage
dience thatr hypnosis was mind and said, "She_would never do
over matter and that a person
The New flampsbi,.: ( GSPS 3/9-280) is publ,isl."'u aud distributed semi-weekly
under hypnosis ,will not do
throughout the academic year. Our offi1.:es are located in Room 151 of the Memorial
anything against his moral
Union Building , UNH, Durham, NH 03824. Business Ofice hours: Mondaycharacter.
,
Friday 10am-3pm. Academic year subscription: $24.00. Third class postage
For instance, -l\nrhony said
paid at Durham, NH (H-824. Advertisers should check their ads th_e first day.
that the v.olunreers who were
The New Hampshire will in no c~se be responsible for typographical or other
hypnotized would not want to
errors, but wiU reprint that- part of an advertisment in which a typographical
eac junk food <?r smoke anything .
error app~ars, if notified immediately. POSTMASTE~: send address changes
after hypnosis and that they ·
w The New Hampshire, 151 MUB, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. 8,000 copies printed
would also retain more inforr,er issue by ]o_urnal Tribune, Biddeford, Maine.
·
mation when .they studied.

RESUMES.
Electronically Typed
$18.50 includes

Plus · ·

25 copies * 25 envelopes * 25 e:xtra sheets of paper
Changes easily made with our One Y ear memory storage

Open.Monday - Friday 8:30-5:30

Durham Copy
1

Jenk_ins Court •D·urham, N.H.•868-7031

1
'

WOMEN'S ST:UDIES BAG LUNCH SERIES - Cathryn
Adamsky, Associate Professor of Women's Studies will discuss
her obs_ervations. ~f women in Japan, India, .Russia and other
countnes ~he visited as part of Semester-at-Sea. Hillsborough/Sullivan,Room, MUB, 12:30 - 2 p.m.
BLACK HISTORY MONTH - Africa American Drama
Companf from San Francisco. Room 110, Murkland, 1 p.m.
WRITER'S SERIES - "Toward a Curriculum in Textual
. Stu~ies," Professpr Robert Scholes. Rooin 129, Hamilton
Smith, 1-2 p.m.
,
·
.
.
''
PSYCHO LOG~ cqLLOOlJI{!t1 ~ _ £?eborah PhilliP.s,
Psrchology, University pf Virgrnta. Child Care and Social
Po icy" (cosponso_red by UNH's Institute for .Policy Research ·
and UNH's Social Science Research Center). Room 101,
Conant, 3 :40 p.m.
·
EAR TH SCIENCES COLLOQUIUM - ' '. Radon in the
Envi,ronmeQt," Drs. Francis H,dl and Eugene Boudette, UNH
earth _scientists, Room 119, James, 4 p.m
·
WOMEN'S ICE HOCKEY p.m.
.

vs. Colby. Snively Arena, 7
I

MUSO FILM - "Rebel Without A Cause." Straffo~d Room,
MUB, 7 and 9:30_p.m., students $1, general $2.
.
UNIVERSITY THEATER - "In the Shadow 0f the Glen."
and "The Well of the Saints.',- Hennessy Theater, Paul Arts,
8~m.
·
· .
, .

,

WINT~R CARNIVAL - Campus Trivia Contest, 8-10 p.m.
Presented l:>y Congreve ahd WUNH. Teams sign up in Stuaenc
, ·
..
Activities, Room 126, MUB, entry fee $5.

FRlQAY, FEBRUARY 26
GOURMET DiNNERS ·- "The Pursuit of Excellence - An
Olympic Tradition." A ~even course gour_mei:u dinner, with
cockt~1l_ hour _and encertamrhent. ~reared by Students of Hot.el
Admrnistrat10n _Program. Granite State Room, MUB, 6: 15
· p.m., $18.95. Tickets on sale at ·MUB Ticket Office. 10-4 ,
p.m.
.

.

Typing, Selection of Paper arn;i Envelopes

.:. '

WINTER CARNIVAL - AGR Torch Run for Leukemia.
Ends at T-HallCheer in the runners, hear President Haaland
speak. Free refreshments, free bumper stickers, 4-6 p.m.

• MEN'S, .IC:E _HOCKEY - vs. M_aine. Snively, 7 p'. m.
~INTER CARNIVAL WEEKEND-:- Mardi Gras Night
_1n the MUB! Stroll down our version of Bourbon Street
complete ~i_th' mock clubs and casinos, jugglers, magicians:
clowns, :p1x1eland band, new Hamphi_re Notables and New
Hampshtre Gentlemen. 8 p.m. to _m tdmght.
.
UNIVERSITY THEATER - "In the Shadow of th~ Glen "
and "The Well of the Saints." H ennessy Theater, Paul Art~,
S p.m .
CALf ..NDAR IN:FOH.iWATION MUST BE SL.oMI.i'TED T O
'.. /-· THE OF~ICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES, ROOM 322, MUB.
I· (Observe deadlines oh proper forms)
.

r

1

'
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Red Cross drive
-a b.loOdy success

CAREER
· HEALT11'
INTERVIEWING WORKSHOP : Tips and 'Te~.h~:
niques to make yo ur interviews count. Tuesdiw ;' A LCO HO LICS ANONYMOUS MEETING
February· 23, Forum Room, Dimond Library,, 4- ·' · (QP,EJ~): Iridividuals concerned about theirdrinkihg
5 p.m.
·,." or ;drug µse. Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays &
Th.1ir~days:, 2nd Floor Conference Room, Health
CAREER PLANNING WORKSHOP : Not sure . S; rvice Senter, noofl To l p.m.
where you are headed with your careers? Small group
workshop is ,designed to help you assess you skills, ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS MEETinterests a.nd values. Sign-up basis only, sign -u·p l NGS:: For indi·viduals who have been affected by
in Room 203, Huddelston Hall. Wednesday, their parents driflking . Thursdays, 2nd Floor
February 24, Room 203, ·Hudd~l~torl, 4:?>0 - 6-:30 Conference Room, Health Services Center, 1 - 2'
p.m.
p.m.

ByJes~ica Purdy
The~re w~:s so rn~ doubt that ·
the b_lood dt,ive last week would
reach · its quota, as well as
Qompensa,te•'fox the blood lost
from-6lood drive cancellations
· tlu~~~!.~~-s
'ago. However the_doJot ..'curn~cl
tio c~l~bration, as the University ·
excee'ded it_s ,quota, ,according
Jarry Stearns, blood drive coordinator.
Stearns . said that the Red
Cross received 69 extra pints
over the q~ota. She suggested
the fact that the blood drives .
were cancelled made peopl e
m ~>re a ware of the shortage
problem and made them want
whelp as much as possible. .
. There were 292 people giving
on Friday_aloi1e, Stearns said.
Despite the long wait to give
blood there were no complaint s
·
from the people.
A freshman donor, Brendan
Armstrong, said, "There wa.s
about an.hour wait. Luckily I had
a magazine with me."
Before a prospective dont?r
can give blood, they have to go
through registration, a .health
check, the privacy act., blocid
pressure aAd hemoglobin check.
These people then have to eat
after giving ~lood because of
lost energy.
_.. And that was good becau~e

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS MEETING (WOMEN ONLY): W(;mer;i concerned about their drinking
or drug use. Fridays, 2nd Floor Conferenc:e Room,
Health SErvices Center, noon to 1 p .m.

GENERAL
PROTEST ANT FELLOWSHIP STUDIES : Bible
study on the Minor Prophets leading to a look at
contemporary prophets. Wednesday, Waysmeet,
15 Mill Road, 7 - 8, p .m.
'
.
.

AL ~ ANON (OPEN): Individuals affected by
another's use uf alcohol or other drugs. Mondays,
LS.LS. (INCEST SURVIVORS IN SISTERHOOD) : · Room 106,Jame.s Hall, noon to l .p.m.
A sharing discussic:>n for survivors of incest (rio
abusers). C all 862-3647 for more informat:ion. Every
Thursday, Non-traditional Student Center, Pettee
MEETINGS ·
House, 4 - 5:30 p.m.
·
GREAT BAY FOOD COOP: We offer great food
PIZZA LUNCH:Join other non-traditional students
at great prices plus a more personable way to shop!
on Fridays, pizza at $1 per slice (beve'rages available)
Check out our mariy natural & organic foods - plus
, a.t the Non-traditional Student Center, Pettee House,
fresh breads & pastas & lots more! Store Hours
noon to 2 p.m.
.~,
- Tuesdays .& Wednesdays, Rec. Room, Hubbard
Hall,.4:30 - 7 p .m. For more information Call :
. CAREER EXPLORATION WORKSHOP: Begin
Alison, 868-2240 or Peter, 749-9649.
now to plan for life after UNH. Presented by the
Career Planning and Placement Off ice, this
COMMITTEE ON CENTRAL AMERICA MEETworkshop will offer valuable tips and strategies
ING: Starting with a brief _u pdate on the political
for studnets preparing for employment or·a change
situation in Centr.al America, the nieetings vary;
in employ'.ment. Thursday, February 25 , Non- · from planning upcorning events to playing ga11:es
traditional :Student Center, Pettee :Hous·e, 1 - 2:30
and discussing US. 'involvement in Central Amenca.
p.m.
Tuesdays, Carroll/Belknap Room, MUB, 7 p.m.
CROSSROADS TO FAITH "WHERE AM I ON
MY FAITH JOURNEY?": Retreat on Faith
sponsored by Catholic Student Organization transportation provided, cost $40, Scholurships
available, co·n tact Jeanne Wehterby, 862-1 :'? 10 by
11 a.m., Monday, February 22. Retreat is on February.
26,27 ,28, Rolling Ridge Retreat Center, Mas sachusetts. UNH students $40, scholarships availablt:,
: , non~.studen'ts $50.
:. CONCERT OF IRISH TRADITib N AL MUSIC:
•. With Patrick Street, featuring contemporary legends
, from the Bothy Band, Planxty, and De Dannan.
Sunday, F~bruary 28, Richards Auditorium, Murkland, 7 ,p.m., students $3, general $8. Information :
MUB Ticket Office, 862-2290.
I

UNH WOMEN'S NETWORK BREAKFAST:
"Skill Development - Career Development"; Chris
Burns-Dibiasio, USNH Training Coordinator,
Debora Regan, Career and Employee Development
Specialist. Friday, March 11, Hillsborough/Sullivan
Room, MUB, 8 - 9:30 a.m ., $3 per person for
Continental Breakfast, students $1.50. Reservation
deadline: March 4. •
.
\

COALITION FOR DiSARMAMENT & PEACE
MEETING: An organization composed of students,
staff, & community members working for a safer,
nuclear free .world. Wednesdays, Forum Room,
Dimond Libra-ry, 7 p.111 .
NEW TESTAMENT FELLOWSHIP MEETING:
J 1.,l1iri us f(H 1;r{·e;an rP1gful wo ~ship, Christ -cen tered
te aching ; and wa t:m Chris ii'i an fellowship. Wed nesdays, _(check atifoforrria fion Center for room).
MUB-, 7 - 8:30 p.ni.
COLLEGIATE'4-H MONTHLY MEETING: ' Business meeting and discussion on The Little Royal.
Wednesday, February 24, Room 204, Kendall, 7
.p.rn.

"',,.603/431-8319 '
~Li't uT]Jr]_Po'nd Park, Rt. 191 Green land, l'~H .

SPANISH CLUB URGENt MEETING: Urgent
. meeting for anyone interested to discuss Wi.nter
Carnival event, For,.more information please contact'
Eleanora, 862-4408·or Lynn, 862 -4560. Wednesday
, February 24, Sullivan Room, MUB, _8 p.m.

~··~·-··•;i'••···································
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You Worked Wanders
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MEET THE AUTHOR

/
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• Hooded Pullovers • Totes • Baseball Caps
·· •Sweatshirts • Gelf Shirts • Aprons • Custom Designs
· • PILis Hundreds of Specialty Advertising Items
In -H ouse Art Dept.
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WEAR IT
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T-Shirts
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this tim_e we had chicken soup!"
Stearns exd~imed.
Stearn praised . all rhe people
helping Out - setting up, dec
oratin g, and deaning up afterwards . This work . was done ·
mainly by fraternities ·and sdroritid, she said.
·
·
. "Eveiyone was fantastic '.! '
Stearns· said.
According to Stearns; UNH
has been the consistent leader
bet~een New Hampshire and
Vermont in the amountofblood
donated. She said the University
has been ·hosting blood drives
since 1951, and is working on
100,QOO pints. .
Most of the blood drive support c~msists of students. · Sarah
Hansen, ·a freshman 'who gave
blood said, "I always want to
help out wit~ causes like this,
I am aware of the problem they
' had with the cancellations and
that made me want to help even
more."
·
·'
Diane Foley, a freshman who
did not give blood said, '. 'I just
didn't have time and I was wary
of the pain involved.' ; .
In spite of the fear of .pain,
Stearns said, "There usually ' is ·
none and it is an unnecessary
fear. The nurses do a lot to make'
the dono-r as -c~mforrable as
possible."
'

YANKEE"

Love i s in .the Air"
Blood Drive

MR.·RICHlS A FORMER .
PROFESSOR OFPLANT ,

]

PATHOLOGY AT.UNHAND , \•.
rs A NOTED YANKEE.,RACONTEUR.;

(

[
[

WEDNESDAY MARGfl 2nd ...·
.
12:30 - 2 PM .

YOUR RED .CROSS
BLOOD DONOR PIN
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MR. 'GINSBERG IS A FORMER FUL BRIGHT FELLOW, REPORTER, PEACE
CORPS VOLUNTEER, AND TEACHER ..
.
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. PHILIP . GINS.BERG;- - c~:'P·OlSO'N~ED~
:BLOOD" '

AT THE BOOK LOFT
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'M AIN STREET -· , DURHAM - .'868-9661:
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--AIDS --<cominued from page 1)
may choose , to notify the Director of the H~al-th Servi_ces
Center, Dr. Peter Patterson.
The alternative for an AIDS
vicciin; if he/ she · is a UNH
employee, is to riocify his/her
supervisor. Students may contact the As·socia ce Dean for
Student Affairs. The supervisor
or Dean is then obligated to
notify Dr. Patterson.
Patterson said, "If someone
needs to talk to their supervisor
it allows chem to do it and
prevents the supervisor from
talking about it to _anyone else. ··
Deane said that any discrimina c·ion based on the fact chat
a person has AIDS would not
be tolerated and would lead to
disciplinary action.
She said disciplinary action
could consist of anything from
-time off without pay, to a
reprimand on file.
According co Kie<;hnick,
anyone wh9 suspects they might
have come in ·contact with the
AIDS virus should go to Health
Services for an .HIV test.
She said t~sts are clone every
. W~dnesqay, and that_the results
of the test cake anywhere from
,.,,.- one ro two weeks ro come back.
Persons who go for the test
never give their name, and are
identifiable only through a
number, to which their blood
samples are assigned.when they
go for the test.
"It's all completely anonymous. There are no names, and
no phone numbers," she said,
. . _____ "'adding "Those who take.the test
p:.ev_er ·have to call for the results . .
let's all completely up to the
individual."
Kiechnick said AIDS cad b~ :
:~.pread only · -rhr;o',u g:h_• ~e;xual .
tqontact and sh,frirrg in'tr/v,e.nous _needles. She said it would take
a quart of saliva from an infec~ed ·
.·' person to spread the virus to
another individual.
No known AIDS cases ha've
been spread through saliva, she
said.
She said donating blood is
completely safe and that it is
very rare to be ex posed to AIDS
through transfusion.
She said, "The Red Cross does
a very good and careful job of
l screening the _blood supply,
tran~fosion infection is very .
V

SCHOIARSHIPS

... .AVAIIABLE --

.

,

We're
lookipg for
pe~lewho
arent afraid
of heights.

. . ·p? Air Force Rare has
-- two- through four-)eal" scholarships
·
that can cover tuition and other expenses,
plus $100 per academic month, tax free ·
Find out if }OU quali~
Capt Gloria L. Copeland

603-862-1480

This is a shot at the top.
Our Retail Management Training Program will guide you to the
upper echelon of our corporation:
General Manager, District Manager, V.P., C.0.0.-there's nothing
to stop the right individual.
Hannaford Bros. Co. is a billion-dollar-plus food and drug
retailer in beautiful Northern
New England. If you have the
brains, persistence, and desire
to reach the top, we offer you
the ideal corporate ladder.
For more information or
setting up an interview, contact
the Career Planning and
Placement Services Office,
203 Huddleston Hall.
i..ocatioIJ: Career Planning :
and Placement ,
' .: . Services Office ·:
· 203 Huddleston ':Hall
"' . ,
:!"

Leadership FJiceJlellce Starts Here

bruary 1-s - ·22
Fe_
MUB CAFETERIA

~

Open from 7:30am to 3:00pm, Mond'ay through Friday.
_
· Check out our .daily breakfast
specials and our variety of luncheon items. The Mub
Cafete,ria is thf;; place to eat!

,·¥

Date:

March 10, 1988

Majors:

Economics and
Business

n

··1111 1111
_

Bros. Co.
-aford
Han- nBo:x
1000
P.O.
Portland, Maine 04104
" (207) 883-2911

An Equal Opportunity Employer

NIGHT GRILL
Open Monday through Thursday 3pm to 9:30pm . Daily
specials only 95¢. What a bargain!!
Mon.day - BLT
Tuesday - Hamburger
Wednesday - Grilled Ham and Cheese
Thursday - Slice nf r.heAse pizza and an 8oz.
soft drink
substitutions please)

PISTACHIO'S
Check out Happy Hour at Pistachio 's!' Monday through
Friday between 4&7pm. 45¢ cones oJ
the best scoop in tow·n!! We are located in the Memoriai
Union Building next to the
Granite State Room . Why pay more wheh you can come
..to Pistachio's arid pay' less?

CATERING
Let Mub Catering help you turn your meeting or party
into a success. For more
· information please call Diane at 862-2484.

THE PICTURE PLACE
· The Lowest Prices in Town, Guaranteed -satisfaction
and Kodak Quality.
'It Your Pictures Are Not Becoming To You, You Should
Be Coming To Us .'

MUB MARKET PLACE
Feb. 16 Comic Books, upstairs balcony
Feb. 17 Over.coats, upstairs balcony
Feb.. 18-Sweaters, imported clothing, upstairs balcony
Feb . 19 :Sweatshirts, sweatpants, sweaters , upstairs
-balcony
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.SEEME.
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•

FEEL ME.
mucH·. ME.
HEAR ME.

Working with those who are communicatively impaired is a
challenging. yet rewarding profession. Boston-Bouve College
at Northeastern University recognizes the importance of
research and further study in this field. Our ASHA accredit~d
Master of Science program in Speech-Language Pathology
• and our program in Audiology (the only one in Boston) make
it possible for you to pursue an advanced degree full.-time. or
part-time if you are employed in the field.
•
For information -on these programs call (617) 437-2708 or
write to the address below.
,

· BOSTON
BOUVE

Graduate School. Boston-Bou~e College of Human Development Professions
I 06 !)ockser Hall. Northeaste"rn University. 360 Huntington Ave .. Boston . MA 02115

Hockey Night to
attract NH leaders
invitations fro ~n the Student
Tonight's HockeiNight will Senate .are The New Hampprovide a rare opportunity for shire, SCOPE, MUSO, Cool-Aid,
leaders and representatives of WUNH, and the Greek Com various UN-H student organ - niunity.
Also invited were President
izations to voice their opinions ·
and concerns to members of the Gordon Haaland, Chancelloi·
New Hampshire State Legis -- Claire Van UmmersO'n ,
lature.
members of the University
Hockey Night, organized by Board of Tustees, college deans,
Student Senate Legislative Coor- and department chair people: ·
dinator Jennifer Tµrbyne, will
Although Turbyne has been
begin -with a deli sandwich planning this event since last
buffet in the· Alumni Center at · December, she stressed that,
6 p.m. Following the buffet, !'It's not an extravagant affair.
everyone will attend the UN_H It's a light event to get better
men 's hockey game vs. Lowell.
relations between students and
According to Chairperson of the Scare Legislature, to pro Students for the University mote UNH spirit and have fun ."
Student Senator Pete Sim Council Jay Gould, the evern will
provide a c;hance for srndents moos, who helped Turbyne plan
·_of UNH i:o mingle infor!11ally _ the event, added, "l don't thiflk
with state leaders of New Hamp- students should blow this off.
shire, "in order that they could It's not too often t·his type of
learn what interests and con - thing happens." .·
_
Turbyne does nor expect all
cerns students here have."
Gould also added, "In the past · of the invitees to show up, but,
(the oppo.rtunity) has usually she said, "We'"re going to have
been limited to merI1bers of the a nice group. We're really opStudent Senate. This year, Jen timistic about it."
anq myself talked about it and
She also pointed out thatc it
determined we would open it is not only up to the t_icket
· up- ro student leaders across the holding students to b~ involved.
campus to give an expression
"If you see a State Legisla-tor
of what student life is like here at the hockey ga_me, srop and
at UNH."
- say hello. It's not a closed thing,"
Among the funded student she said.
organizations which received .
By ·Lauren Clark

Icy trails slow siudents travel
between classes. (file photo)

-.,.-

-- -

,If vou think you're
having a heart attack,
- ,think out loud..
Chest d·iscomfort that
lasts longer than
.
two minutes is nothing
to fool around with.
Play it safe and ask someone
to get you to a hospital emer~
gency room-"- immediately. ·

fil

.
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* SHUTTLE ROUTES AND SCHEDULE*
7 am to

* 6 Runs Per Hour *

INNER
A-Lot
T-Hall
Hetzel
C-lot

:00
·01
:02
·04
·05

WSBE
· Mitchell Way_
Parsons
James Hall
A-Lot

11 ·pm

:06

·oz
,.

:08
:09

:10
:11
:12
:14
:15
:16
·:17
:1·8

:20
:21
:22
:24
:25
:26
:27
:28

:30
:31
:32
:34
:35
:36
:37
:38

:19

:29

:39

:40
:41
:42
:44

:45
:46
:47
'·:48
:49

DA'v'iS CT

:50
:51
:52
:54
:55

UAG.'

:56

:57
:58
:59

~

A-LQt
I-Hall
Hetzel

W90dman Rd.
N.E.C.
UAC.

Snively
Barton Hall
Leavitt Ctr. Channel 11

A-Lot

:09
:11
:12
:14
:15

:15
:16

:30

:17

:31
:32

:19

:34

:20

-~5

:22
:24
:25
:26
:28 "
:29

:37
:39
:41
:42
. :44

:45

-~

.

TRANS BLDG.
LEAVITT
SERVICE
CENTER

., * 4 Runs Per Hour*

-00
:01
:02
:04
:05
:Ot

1

..

7 am to 6 pm-

OUTER

..
... ·®
·· · · ·

('\
\.___,/
FIELD HOUSESTADIUM

:45
:46
:47
:49

:50
:52
:54
:56

YWIIPIP
L.:..:.:..:.!.J I NNE R ROUTE

:57
:59

-c....-...-_......
]

:00

PETT
HAL

•

THOMPSON
rlALL

MUB

INNER ROUTE STOPS

OUTFR ROUTE_

© OUTER ROUTE STOPS

fl!.ldl
,~_.ILLIM1SON HALL

No Plans for Spring Break?

·T-O SIGN UP:

UNH SKI ·CLUB
Wed Only: 11-1

MUB Balcony
or call
868~3142 Andy or Maura· "
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.Learn German
This Sumffler

~--~-~-sHOOTING-------lljllllllllllll
(continued from page 3)

June 26 · August 5, 1988
Tfae Eiglitfa Annual German Summer School
of tfae Atlantic at tfae University of Rfaode 1$land i1'
_co-operation witfa tfae Goetfae Institute Boston.
German will be the sole language of communication . and German
life and culture the heart of this six week residency program of
intensive language study . .
You may earn up to nine undergraduate or graduate credits while
living in the beautiful surroundings of our country campus. just
minutes away from Rhode lsiand's magnificen{ beaches arid historic sul'hmer colonies.

This program is ideally suited for anyone wishing to learn or
improve his or her German - from business people and
travelers, to students planning work or ~tudy abroad . Tak~
advantage of this rare opportunity to particip~te in this total
German Language experience.
·
·
·

A BB from an air gun damaged a University fire truck.(Addie
Holmgren photo)

How to• stan~ out
macro

the weapon and called Durham
police to the scene. ·
The projectile damaged the
passenger door of the truck
approximately four inches bel~
o'w the window. ·
Chief Wood said that although the weapon involved
was only a BB rifle, it was a
"serious _circumstance" and that
a dangerous situation could have
easily occurred.
"It would have shattered the
glass or passed through" if the
shot had been slightly higher,
said Chief Wood.
In addition to being placed
in jeopardy of suspension, both
students must pay for the damages and perform community
service tasks under the supervision of -the fire department.
Dismissing the notion that
the University was too lenient
in their punishments, Chief
Wood said that there was "cause
for discussion" regarding the
actual intentions ofthe individuals, and· that.it is "important
to note .court action occurred
relative to the incident."
"Our job i-s to protect people's
lives and prope,rty," said
Durham-UNH firefighter Mike
Joyal. "You don't expect this
to happen. When it happens,
>isk 'Wh ?'" ,

ou

®

The American ExpreS.s~ Card gets an outstanding welcome
virtually anywhere you shop, whether it's for a leather jacket
or a leather-bound classic. Whether you're bound for
a bookstore or a beach in Bennuda. So during college
'-and after, it's the perfect way to pay for just about
_everything you'll want. .

Positive aspects of the cold
weather are i~e sports.(Adam
Fuller photo)

How to get the Card now.
College is the first sign of success. And because we
believe in your potential, we've made it easier
-to get the American Express Card right now.
Whether you're a freshman, senior or
grad student, look into our new automatic
approval offers. For details, pick up an
application on campus.
Or call 1-800-THE-CARD arid ask for
a student application.

The American E:wress Card.
Don't Leave School Without Itr

~

=

■TRAVEL

-ALARM---(continued from page 3)
·never came to him with a
specific proposal for The Alarm
and opening band The Replacements. He said that a proposal
was made for Ziggy Stardust and
a Reggae Fest at Snively and that
The Alarm was mentioned only as a possibility.
, Germain added that the primary responsibility of the Executive Council is to review proposals which are made when
SA_FC is not in session, such as
, during the summer. He said that
the council was never intended
to be the quick~decision body
Gavutis advocates·. .
'
Germain said, "I told George
that if he got The· Alarm and
The Replacements that I would
be in favor of it, but he never
· got the proposal to me: I did
· suggest that any proposal should
go through SAFC."
· Gavutis said that he did not
blame Germain. He acknowledged that Germain would have
accepted the responsibility had
the show be.en approved
through die Executive Council.
"There's always a chance of
a bomb," said ·Gavutis. "There's
no simple answer. The task may
-' be to go to other schools and
..;l find out what they do.'1 '
.
:..,~

,..
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Young' sRestaurant ·
& Coffee Shop., Inc.

~SNO.WBALLS~
(continued from page 2)
combatant of boredom, she said.
Another kind is when people
try to offset their frustration
and rage by depersonalizing
their targets, she added.
Not much research has been
done on vandalism, but there
are two main focuses. Oscar
Newman, renowned psychologist, presented one theory
where members of a living
environment are more .apt to .
vandalize it if they feel they have
little control. The second · focus
deals with groups. If a grnup
supports vandalism, then it will
continue. If the group is against
it, then it will be inhibited.
Resident Director of Englehardt Hall Peggy Russ ·gave her
opinion by saying, "People are
just out to have fun, but it gets
carried away."
Not all this window breaking
js deliberate. John Keyfeyan
said, "Some people throw the
snowballs at the dorms to get
the other people to·_c ome out.
The rpore people, the more fun
it is."
·
Bes.ide the obvious effects of
these actions, damage to property and people, there are other
things that have to be taken care
of. Harder com'mented, "When
a window ·gets.broken in a dorm
room, it gets all over the beds
and clothes. The student has to
wash out and vacuum every~
thing; and, happening at midnight, it becomes a real pain."
Some Fairchild Hall residents
stayed up for more than an hour ·
after midnightr to dean up the
mess from an earlier snowball
fight.
_
Suggesr:ions have been made
to rectify this desuuctive activity. Director Hird€r ·s'~id, "All"
you can do is ask the people to
stop throwing the snowballs at
the buiidings, and call public
safety." ,
Other authorities contend
that campus awareness and
education of the problem would
curb this winter vandalism.
University Police Chief Beaudoin gave his solution to the
problem. "Get the student leaders to
start a dialogue with the student
· popul·ation on how this rnuld
be prevented in the future and
for students to understand the
danger that exists under those
conditions," he said.
Many students feel the same
way as Beaudoin.
Friedman said, "You can't
really do anything about the
snowball fights, but there is no
reason to throw anything at the
buildings and dorms where
things could get broken."
-. When the snow fell for the
first time this semester, Russ
and her angry res1dents tqok
matters into their own hands.
She saw a group throwing
snowballs through windows in
Devine. She and a small group
of her resident army managed
not only to stop the window
breaking but to chase the large
group aU the way to Area I.
"The students didn;t like what
happened to Jeff (Friedman),
and they wanted to do somt;thing about it," said Russ.
She continued, "I hope people
realize this isn·'t fun and to
realize how close that kid came
from being blinded," said Russ.
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Breakfast
.2 eggs any style served w/ sausage P,atty, toast,
homefries & coffee - $2.89

Luncheon
Tuna .melt served w/ homemade soup
or chowder - $2. 70

Dinner

WUNH bumper .stickers appear everywhere on cainpus.(Sh~rrie .
Flick photo)

Hot turkey sandwich served w/ tossed
salad, mashed potatoes Cf cranberry
sauce-$3.55

'.ANTHONY-..--<continued from page 5)
Anthony's commands without entertainer who · see~ed to
question. He also said he felt know what the -students wanted.
refreshed and readx_ to study Anthony said he's been doing
after his experience. He remem- it for five yec;1rs and every _year
bered everything and said, "It he gets a better turn-out. The
was really weird."
·
· show business also becomes
Ant~ony was an excellent more fun, he said.

·48 Main St.,
Durham', .N.H.
~

From TERADYNE

A

Very Ulrge Scale Invitation
from a Technology Leader

··

In -electronics, tbe era ofvery large stale integration (VLSI) bas arrived, leaving many companies
witb p,-od~cts suddenly obsolete and engineering staffs struggling to .catch up.
But not 'Ieradyne. Thanks to 1196 million spent on R & Din 1982·-: 1986, Teradyne was ready and
'
waiting/or VLSI.
Ready witb VLSI memory testers, logic testers, analog testers, board testers.
,

I

.

.•

Ready in Boston, Massachusetts, and Agoura Hills, California, where Teradyne develops ATE for
tbe electronics industry.
Ready in Deerfield'. Illinois, center for Teradyne stelephone system t~sting operations:
.Ready in Nashua, New Hampshire, where Teradyne produces backplane connecti<m systems and
state-of-the-art circuit board technology designated to meet VL.W requirements.
This kind of technology leadership spells
growth. Excitement. Challenge. Career
,
opportunitiesyou just can't find anywhere else.
'Ieradyne. A company ahead of its
time, looking/or some good people
to keep it abead.
.For more information,
see your Placement'Counselor.

SHARE··
INOUR
SUCCESS
.

'

you are ready for

The New
Hampshire/// ·

..-•.•,.•l•,!l •·r·-··-----,··•'li'l i'llijii)lli'llili11111i.1!11••----·•·•--·-----•·•-'· ••'••·f·•·•- ·.•· •!l·-~ •-,.•.-;..•+•.~-·.,fl l[,l.;..______•

~~

I

.
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CELE-B RATE ~
ST. PATRICK 'S DAY .
EARLY!
UNH ·COUNTRY DANCERS
_ ... b..'{ -, PRESENT h#

~or~
ss\J

0
' '

,, 70'

IN

CONCERT

. s&,tv,

PATRICK
.STREET

FEBRUAR Y 23-29

.

MUB MAR·KETPLAC.E

<J'1y

!:!:!1:::1:l!l!!~!l:l:!~l!!!i!::!!~:i!!l:I:::!!Women··s

CI o t h i_n g , ups t ai r s

baicony
Ewr,ng s downstairs

Contemporary 'legends of Irish music from

Planxty, De Danann & -The Bqthy Band

RICHARDS A·UDITORIUM·
MURK.LAND HALL

_:\!\:i!\! ~l!~~\jijj\\\jii Mexican
ers,

SUNDAY, FE'B RUARY 28
7:00 p.m.
,_
ADMISSION: s3.00
$8.00

Pullov·ers, Cotton Sweatupstairs balcony

Print Sal-e, G ranite ,State Room lob_by

J\ :\111\ill\l\:\\l\lj\!\Frag ra~ ce s,

UNH STUDENTS
GENERAL

u ps! ai rs ,balcony

Buy Tickets in advance at the

/'
Memorial Union Ticket Office.
Remaining tickets will be sold at the door.

iiiiiii1ij.1it1MiiiiilliWomen's Accesories, upstairs

Funded by PFO
/

b 9 1cony
,

.

.

.

\

'

.

'

'
AWARDS NOMINATIONS
STUDENT
· This 1s your opportunity to recognize outstanding students at the University
of New Hampshire. Nomination forms are available from and should be
returned to the Student Awards Committee , Dean of Students Office,
208 Huddleston Hall. ·

CLASS OF 1899 PRIZE

IJAli{;jjK~
UNLIMITED

·

"to that senior with the highest ideals of good citizenship"
(Includes $50.00)

,.
DEAN WILLIAMSON
AWARD

. A d S kin Care For The Family
.
H ai r n

" to that senior who has been outstanding and well r ounded
in extracurricular activities, scholarship, athletics, and loyalty ·
t o the University"
(H onors aw_a rd. Minimum 3 .2 averJ ge.)

. 35 Main St. • Durham

868-7051 ~ -

HE

· ~~~5~~~

DECESAijE
SCHOLARSHIP

"to that j uni~ r or senio r presenting a demonstratec involvement in service to others, leadership, sch9larship, and
a thletics''

ERSKINE MANSON
AWARD

"to that senior who is distinguished for most cons·isten_t
progress and achievement"
(H onors award. Minimum 3.2 average. Includes $50.00)

C·

HOP

HELEN DUNCAN JONES
AWARD

POWELL
SCHOLARSHIP

"to the sopho m o r e wo ma n showing the greatest promise of .
outstanding achievement .i n A merica n citizenship, Leadership, and scholarship" The student should be earning
all of part of her way through school. ·
(honor.s award. Minimum 3.2 average. Includes $50.00)
," to that undergraduate student having an expressed interest
in public service qs demons trated through courselof study,
quali,ty ' of scfi olarship, and e x tra curricular activities both
on campus and off campu.s" Student m ust be in he ed of
financial assistance.

(Scholarship is $1000.00)

NOMINATION DEADLINE: MARCH 21, 1988
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:: ...;· _·.,·-*·WINTER CARNIVAL 1988 is almost here!!!!
!'O

Oo

,.

o

o

FEBRUARY 25-27
FiilDAY FEB 26 ·
{ ·lt WUNH and CONGREVE present

SATURDAY, FEB 27

. f HARDf GRAS NfGHT in the MUB.

·>tMUSO Presents a ·

their 3rd TRtVtA CONTEST- 8- lOpm.
>f- HAR'f)f GRAS THEHE 'f)ffr.JNER

HAR'f)f GRAS COSTUHE DANCE

_
- -featuringstreet dancers and H(!CK gARS ~ CASf NOS!!

in the Dining Halls. ·

-featuring-

FORTUNE TEilER ,
- 8pm-midnight

-tcAGk?. TORCH RUN ends on the ·

' .THE JENSENS ~ THE MUB PUB .

T Hall Lawn ..
Free to UNH students

.-* WfNTER CARNf\/Al TORCH is lit-- 4-6 pm.

.-I
§

§

§

-tr SNOW SCUPl TURES get started on

T Hall Lawn .
*FREE REFRESHHENTS*
and
*UNI-/ guHPER STfCffRS*

I·!

************************CONTESTS************************·

~ -i(

•·~

Register at The Office of Student Activities, 126 Mub for 1RfVfA on Thursday
$5 entry fee ·

with Congreve a~d WUNH

i( The bestW....U,, (IM1-wvd T se.;,d Bring them to Mardi Gras Friday Night!!

·.. ,§
,~, 1I "

iC

s- S ~ - - J':'dging Satu.f,day, 1-3pin $1Q-90 ent~y _fee. _.
.

~<Q)~c.Q,~~~~~~c.Q><Q),..qa~

LJ is ·accepting applications for
the co~ensat~d position Of.......-....:,

.
.

·.
.-

-

R··
E
MANAG
GENERAL
,.
~

-

· Respons1 1 1 1es me u e supervision and o-r ganization o
a student staff to rlln a 1750 watt FM stereo station. N
radio experience is necessary - there will be a compensc,tte ·
raining period this semester.
f you are responsible, ·haVe good organizational skills, an ·
ould like to be part.of a pro9ressive broadcast organizatio
· hile gaining valuable experience, you are encouraged t
ick up an application at our studios in Room 140 of th
.

'

.

.:(\~?>-c\

co . .,
~\o\\

~~

~o .

~

~

-

_· .

.·
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Haa lan d con tra dic ts ·him self
\

of merely redu•cing the total number of _tancies?
President Gordon Haaland has been
Not only eyebrows were raised but our
residents in the "zoo'', and are grossly
criticized in the editorial and Forum pages
was raised to read, "Applicati ons for
ire
of
sense
underestim ating the common
of The New Hampshire and by the student
continue ::o increase at a rapid
admission
used
being
are
residents who knowthey
body in general for the decision to convert
ted 12,000 application s
unpreceden
An
rate.
space.
office
more
build
as an excuse to
the first floor of Stoke into administra tive
Haaland also contradicts himself while -have been received to date."
office space. This past week Haaland
We thought enrollmen t "is expected ,to
trying to defend his failing Stategic Edge
defended the move with faulty premises
go down." That has been the administra tive
plan. In Friday's forum piece Haaland
and contradict ing evidence in a Forum
excuse for inaction on the housing and
hedged on his claims to make UNH the
article in The New Hampshire and again
parking problems for years.
"best small public university ." He -cited
in the Student Senate meeting on Sunday.
When are we going to get the straight
Haaland maintain::. that the decision to - money proplems.
story? Or does ANYBOb Y in Thompson
"We do need more resources to maintain
remove 71 residents from the first floor
Hall really know where the money is going,
and enhance our quality as an institution ,
of Stoke is "to improve the quality of life
what's going on, or how students feel?
and we are trying to secure additional funds
in that facility," not merely for more office-s.
Haaland ends his treatise with a call for
from _a variety of sources," he wrote.
of us to be prouq of the University of
"all
_
· Yet toward the end of his lengthy -article
But anyone can tell you that just removing
Hampshire ."
New
he tried to reassure us about the _overall
first floor reside.nts is doing nothing for
are hollow words from an adminThey
health and future of UNH.
the crowding problems on the other seven
which misleads, misinform s and
istration
had
"During the past four years we have
floors. -While 't he total number of people
s the studedt body.
manipulate
in
support
the highest increases in state
in Stoke will go down, the density of
thing is that we are proud
ironic
The
in
growth
several decades and the largest
students will be the same.
of UNH. This is where
spite
in
UNH,
of
private support," he wrote.
Residentia l Life ·promises not to have
face and then stand on
our
ort
fall
can
we
think
Haaland
Does.
it?
Well, which is
more triple build ups in-Stoke, but it stands
is were we strive
This
feet.
two
own
our
attention
or
intelligence
the
to reason those 71 residents will jus_t be ·we don't have
while lea,rning to
dreams
our_
for
hungrily
through
way
the
all
article
his
read
span to
stuffed into other overcrowde d dorms.
~. __
foed ourselves. ,-( 1 ,. .
1
and not ra ise an eyebrow at the incopsisH ,a aland and those who 'support the Stoke
move are overestima teing the c~lming effect

Dorm is due

To the Editor:
With respect to your informative,
front-page coverage of Senator Paul
Simon's visit to the University, we
regret to feel disappointed w.ith the
quality of your reporting.
Candidate Simon was invited to
speak at UNH by Woodruff House
and the Mini-Dorms. This major
project was undertaken because
Mini-Dorm residents w~anted to
give UNH ~tudents and members
of the Durham rnmmunity one last
chance to hear Simon's views and
proposals before Tuesday's Primary
Election. With a full audience in
the Strafford Room last Monday,
we are proud that so many people
• took advantage of this opportunity.
The program was created, organized, and produced by Woodruff
House and the Mini-Dorms. So
many of these students volunteered
their time and effort to make this
forum successful, that it is a shame
_that this reference was neglected
from your article.
Sin_cerely, we feel, and have from
the beginning of this project, that
one of the most important concerns
lies within the quality of the press
coverage of Sen ator Simon, himself.
Yet since it• was carelessly overlooked by your staff, we would like
to recognize Woodruff, Eaton, Hall,
Marston, •Richardson, and Sackett
House for their time a~d energy
-

/

spent to create such a torrunate
political service for the UNH
community.
Virginia Morgan
Ben Smith
Co;Chairperso ns

Shallow
briefs
To the Editor,
As an English 401 instructor who
has had some experience witl-i
newspaper and qiagpzine journal'ism, I feel I can take a joke as well
as the next guy. But I would like
to call your attention to St)me of
the headlines in the "News in Brief'
section of The New Hampshire on
Feb. 9. In my opinion, at least two
of the headlines, "Big elephants
go nuts" and "I said .. .I'll be the one
to blow out the candles!" were
tasteless editorial comments by your
paper on the stories -they preceded,
both of which concerned several
people being killed, the latter in
a triple murder- suicide. Although
_ I' m aware that stories in the "News
in Brief' section are usually supplied
by a wire service, and that whomever wrote the headlines was probably
just trying to be cute or clever about
those stories; the murdcr -suiLidt
on e is the typ t> of t •·-,!"';l,· '-" hi ,· 1_happens too ofte n these u,1vs . .till;

a story deser ·. ;,,g ot :1 st·ri1>us.
straightforwar d lead-in.
However what disturbs more
than the headlines themsleves is
the attitude which seems to · be
behind thein; it implies that il's
okay for all of us here in Durham
to h_ave a laugh at the expense of .
people in Nepal or Arkansas (where
those two stories c-K curred) or
wherever people are killed so ·long
as it's not around here. This typifies
the narrowness and insensitivity
an alarming number of st-udents
. seem to regularly show about the
world outside of Durham, and also
demonstrates to me that either the
editors of The New Hampshire
aren't taking seriously _enough the
~ews they print, or aren't reading
lt.

If the headlines on those stories
had been absurd in a way that
provided insight into the · incidents
they described, I could -understand
them. But to write headlines which
imply the following stories will be
funny or quirky, when the stories
aren ' t, .smacks of self~indulgen ce
to me, and also of cond~scension
by editors toward people mentioned
in the stories and people reading
them. I'm no t asking The New
H ampshire to drop humor fr om ·
its writing or to report and caption
everything gravely, but I will ask
this: ne x t tim e you bring your
, t· ,1d c 1~ a story from " th e real
w, ,.-Id " I' leas e do it w i rhnut th e
,hallow, smartnes s jokes.
Sincerely,
Ira Shull
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University ForUm
***************************************************************************************

'NOt . bllying it ·Mr. President"

liaa1alld

By Kathle~n Hal~y
· Last week U niver_sity President Gordon Haaland
used this ?pace to explain the motives of his "Strategic Edge" plan to disgruntled students. This
week, I would like to use the same space to point
out some holes in his argument and let him know
that I, for on,e, am not buying it.
Stoke Hall
As a freshman at Boston University, I lived in
a dorm containing 1,500 students. There were no
more problems in our dorm than there were in any
average dormitory. The problem in Stoke lies not
in the number of students, but in the oppressive
conditions in which they live.
The rooms in Stoke are very small, the atmosphere
of the building is barren and dingy, and the rules
under which the students live allow few outlets
for hostility. Incidents like rape, , ako£ol abuse,
and suicide are not the product of too few rules,
they are the product of too many. ,
·
It is understandable that the University feels
it must uphold state drinking laws. My point is
that the students will find a way to ddnk whether
the administration allows it or not. The more
'productive thing to do would be to promote sensible
and safe drinking rather than outlawing it.
Prohibit,ionldidn't work in the 1920's and it doesn't
work now.
A student who is allowed to have a few friends
over to have a good time is much less likely to be
destructive than one who must sit in his room in
silence and slam down a few drinks before the R.A-.
finds out. One of the most common' trahs· of a A.
~lcoholic is that they drink in secrecy. Is that the
kind of drinking habit this university wants to teach
its students?
_
The need to have freedom is inherent in most
Americans. As long as a responsible attitude is
demonstrated and no harm to others is done, why
tab away that freedom?

The fact that the student population has not
changed since ,1979 does not mean that there isn't
a housing problem it only means that the problem
has gone unsolved for too long. Hundreds of students ,
commute from surrounding towns or pay exorbitant
' rents in Durham because there isn't room for them
on campus.
Once students haY-.e found an apartment, they
must then subject themselves to the daily adventure
of getting to class. Will the bus be on time? Will
I find a ·parking place in A-lot? Will I even get a
parking permit this year? Who will answer these
questions? Certainly not the administration. Tbey' re
too busy making this the best small publi~ university
in the world!
The problem is, President Haaland, that THIS
UNIVERSITY ISr NOT AS SMALL AS YOU
THINK!
,
,W e must concentrate on accomodat-ing the
students we have before making attempts to attract
-even more. Classes, housing, parking, and advising
are all in very short supply. UNH has already taken
-on many more students than it can handle.

a responsiblity to "anticipate the future, and to
preserve the best of its tradition." The current rules
enforced by the administration, the newly proposed
Student Conduct Board, and the outright refusal
of the administration to give any weight to the
opinions of the students, do not seem to be in keeping
with Haaland's statement. Again and again the administration has dodged
the question of what will be don-e with Hood House.
The Admissions office, the Office of the President,
and now the Registrar, 1 Residential Life, and
Financial Aid offices, all have suitable accomodations.
- What is left?
·
It is an outrage that Hood House stands empty
while students are being displaced by offices. Money
that could be better spent elsewhere is being put
into renovations of Stoke when Hood House could
be us~d as office space just the way it is. Meanwhile,
dorms fall int disrepair, snow removal is neglected,
and Hamilton Smith loses another computer to
a leaky ceiling or a poor lock because there isn't
enough money for general upkeep.
The omission of Hood House from President
Haaland's commentary is only one more example
of the administration keeping students in the dark
while they make the decisions themselves.

Thompson Ha!!

It is very pretty. Mind if I live there next semester?
The Student Edge
Strategic Planning
The student body is the basis of any univer;ity.
Without students there wouldn't be dormitories,
off ices, or salaries for presidents.
The job of the president of a university is not
to make a reputation of being tqe best small
university in the country,it is to provi~e us--the
students--with the best educational experience
possible. '.fhe reputation, the funds and the contented
studer:r, •\"ill all t.1l<t- care of thelllselves.

President Haaland has admitted that lack of funds
is a problem in achieving ~ome of ~he goals he has
set for the University. I understand this problem.
Many of-,the funds Haaland seeks could come
from alumni. They are the people who used to come
to homecoming and think back on the,great times
they had at UNH. Soon they will be the ones who
don't bother with Homecoming and remember what
a police state UNH was. They will no longer be
the ones who send money.
President Haaland said that the University has

Kathleen Ha!e._y
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Hope and G/07 At Malls
Hope-And Glory
By Marc A. Mamigonian
er is a magnif icenr old codger
I knew that it was only a fun the war was, seen through
(a great perf?rmance) who says
matter of time before Hope and . the eyes of a ten year old British
she named his four daughters
Glory made it around here; all · boy.
Faith, Hope, Grace, and Charity
· it needed was a nice advertisebecause those are all virtues he
ment boasting 5 OSCAR NOMlacks. The family }las an idyllic
INATIONS co convince the
kind folks at the New ingtC?n
Hope and Glory is by no summer by the river; the war
means. a celebration of war; it for them has been a kirtd of
Mall Cines 8 tq book it. I gu,ess
the Oscars do serve some pur- is, though, a celebration .of the ·miracle - they get German jam
poses after all: they convince feeling of togetherness the war that washed ashore, a stray
narrow -minded distributors to produced in England. On the bomb explodes in the river
when Billy is fishing, causing
pick up films that they might night of xhe first air raid,
not have loo·ked at twice oth- everyone runs out to "look at scores of conveniently dead fish
to rise to the surface, and most
the fireworks." Despite the fact
erwise.
·For this I am eternally thank~ that it brings destruction, the miraculous of all, when it is rime
ful, .because John Boorman's boy, Billy, is entranced by the for Billy to go back to school,
(Deliverance, Excalibur) Hope , beauty and excitement of the lo and behold! .- the school has
and Glory is a .truly magnificent blast, and has fun the next day been bombed into the stone age,
f ilrn . It is sor,t of a crossbreed picking up shrapnel on the thus folf illing 'a fantasy every
of the WW II classic Mrs.
street. The rubble of bombed student has had, but never' had ,
Miniver and Woody Allen's our houses becomes a kind of fulfilled. "For Billy and pis family,
Radio Days. It shares with Mrs. playground for Bi1ly and the these are th,e good old days.
Miniver the basic setting and chums he joins up with; "Let's
theme - the English under attack go s~ash things" is their call
. from the Nazi blitz and how to arms, as th,ey knock to bits
they cope - and it shares with what little remains whole. The
If this film had been made ·
Radio Days the same fondness war also seres as a great equaV during the wal\ or even for about
and nostalgia foT a time gone izer; as Billy's mothet Grace · 20· years after, it doubtlessly
by when everyone s_e emed to be (Sarah Miles, of Ryan's Daugh- would have been more of . the , Patrick Street, Kevin Burke, Andy Irvine_, Jackie Daly, and
Arty McGlynn, perform this Sunday at 7 p~m. in Murkland
unified. f1o,weve'r, where Mrs. ter fame) notes "before the war ,Mrs. Miniver type. But by reachMiniver w'as a rather weepy we were just poor, now we're ing into his past, Boorman (who Hall.
"stiff upper lip" picture (Greer being patriotic."
wrote, produceq, and directed
Garson and family "fighting the
the film, leaving little doubt who
good fight" on the home front
was responsible for it) has
and all that), Hope and Glory
After their house burns down,, created fantastic, magical film,
is a cockeyed, irreverent (in a , the family goes to live with where war is still hell, but it's
'' playful sense) look at h6w much Grace'? pat"ents.\The. grandfathkind of swell; too.
By Pat~ick Jonsson
more than any mainstream pop
Like The Pogues? Hear the rnmp could ever hope to do. The,
music those drunken rogues recent acquistion of guitarist
spoof played by contemporary McGynn, formerly a pop and
masters, as _Patrick Str,e et, "The jazz guitarist, has brought a new
legends of Irish music," perform , level of energy to the music,
a concert designed to allow those which can be previewed this
so inclined to get a head start Sunday morn~ng from 11 a.m.
The Triffids on our own Irish ·day of days, to 1 p .m. on WUNH, FM 91.3.
Calenture
St. Patrick's Pay. Patrick Street
· Patrick Street's concert per~
perform in the Richards Aud - formances are a blend of their
Island Records
itorium of Murkland Ball this individual playing styles fused
By Patrick Jonsson
Sunday,
February 28 at 7 p.m.
into a cool, smooth yet expresU2 left a big wake while
Patrick Street, comprised of sive product. All th~ songs are
storming onto the pop music
scene a few years ago, and Kevin Burky, Andy Irvine,Jack- not Irish, some are Scandina::;
immediately had bands surfing ieDaley, and Arty McGlynn, are vian, French Canadian, and'
out the reverbs from their style. · _all Irish or Irish blooded, thereby Eastern European, so~ chances
As soon as that first generation bringing a credibility to their are good that any musical pallet
of copy bands, i.e. The Alarm, · music rarely seen nowadays. taste be satisfied. Tickets are
Big Country, realized that it is They are. part of an underground •$3.00 for students with an I.D.,
impossibJe to come close to what movement of Irish musicians $8.00 for the general public;
U2 does moved to pillage other performing on small labels who tickets are still available at the
•- disciplines, a second generation influence the state of pop music MUB ticket off ice.
arose that instead of copying
licks and trying to sound 'like
U2 incorporated faint influences warm feeling from their music,
album. .They have to plug away
to strengthen their own sound.
not as 'harsh as U2. The singer's
at sorigs like this if they hope
The Beatles and the Stones · voice veers dangerously close
to ~ake a real impression _on
are still busy defining rock and to Bono -Ian~, putting some
the future; Like the best songs
roll, but U2 have proven to be strain on the album, "Kelly's
on Calenture, it's fun to listen
our generation's Beatles. In · Blues" offers a good example
to, about a ten thousand year
rriany ways they have redefined of this. It's a fine, well written
old mummy in the British
rock and roll, arid like The song, with clearly layered har- -,(Historical Museum.
·
Beatles, they have ·founl their . monies underneath (Hall and
Love sinks away t:C? make
way onto many vinyls that ate Oates?), but th~ singing is Bono:
room for more serious questions
not their own: One is this disc . the growl~ the howl, the mumon side two. "Vagabond Holes"
from ,The Triffids, Calentur:e.
bling, but not all the feeling,
deals with much more than
Calenture is a sea term ref- , the song's stumbling point.
someone's old shoes, perhaps
ering to a condition that affects
"Unmade Love" shapes up
calenture defines -itself here.
sailors at sea too long, seeing a little as the voice takes on a
Holes' can refer to faults, incongreen fields and trying to jump more original feel: The song has
sistencies, and direct references
into them. Going loopy, in other a very live feel, accemed by the · to growing thin and sickly, going
words. The first side of this heavy sliding bass and acoustic
calentµre . The song works on
cale~ture deals with love and piano. The songwriting is good:
two levels, much like Sting '-s
water. The second side surfs ''.My body is wrapped around ·work.
. bigger waves, psychologically you like a mist/ And I'm not
The album doesn't deserve
manifested ones. The songs on getting any stronger/Just let
total praise, as it also includes
the second side begin to define me sleep a little longer.'" The
"Blinder By the Hour" which
the relationship between cal - feelihg in the words often make
coughs along like a,'68 Eldorado
up for the lack of feeling in th,e
sorely in need of engine work,
Tbe New Y O'rk Cify Op'era National Company will perfor~ enture and the Triffid's music.
.The Triffids are fond of a slow singing.
, drowning in its own gloominess.
"The Barber of Seville" next Tuesday March 1 in the Johnson beat, heavy bass, and acoustic
''Judacuttup Man," the only
When they do reve up the ol'
Theater. Tickets, $25 and $20, are available at the MUB ticket instrumer1ts, especially guitar song where the Triffids are The
eldorado, The Triffids have a
office. ,
and piano. They exude' a very Triffids, is the best song on the
pretty good thing going.

Patrick Stieet

Bar/Jer o/ Sev.11/e

Comes To ·UNH
FromNYC's
I

Triffids
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Some Call It Jazz

The Godfathers: Mike Gibson, George Mazur, Kris Dollimore, Pete Coyne, and Chris Coyne.

Godfathe rs: No Frills
The Godfathers
Birth, School
Work, Death
Epie Records

Full Circle
Columbia Records ·
By Marc Mamigonian
Over the years, I think I have
developed a pretty good grasp
of most of the fundamentals of
jazz. But wh~n a group like Full
Circle comes along claiming to .
be jazz ( actually", to quote the
liner notes, they "blend classical,
gospel, jazz and ethnic music
together to form a full spectrum
of sound." Yeah, right), I tend
to wr.inkle my forehead and
gnash my teeth_a little, because
if Full Circle is jazz, then I am
Thelonious Monk (I hasten to
add that I am not Thelonious
Monk, he being dead and all).
Of course, none of this means
that Full Circle, an eponymously .·
titled debut disc recorded in the
band's home base of Boston,
can't be a good alburh. It isn't,
but that is purely coincidence.
The record starts off auspiciously enough, with a snappy, Latin
flavoi·ed tune called "Scorcerer's
Apprentice." Unfortuantely, as
anyone who has ever bought a
Foreigner album knows, one ·
good song does not an album
make, nor six adays a week. It's
strictly downhill after the opening n,rne.
The second track, "Con

Leche," is a dull lifeless tracks
which soy,nds suspiciously like
those flexible discs of humpback ·
whale songs that National Geographic used to give away,
except that it is not that good.
"Croton Drive·" is a reasonably
listenable tarck a la George
Winston. A flip of the disc and
one finds a sinful waste of vinyl-,
except for the ·s·ort-ofinteresting, flute oriented "Panj .
Panj." The rest of the songs are
basically boring space age music
(read: New Age). I kept expecting Carl Sagan to come in and
say, "We are now passing the
fifth moon of Neptune," or
something.
None of Full Circle is excremently bad (we're not talking
abou.t Styx caliber stuff here),
but that is about the best I can
say. It says on the liner notes
that Full Circle won the best
group prize at the prestigious
San Sebastian Jazz Festival in
1986. Well, I have two explanations for this: Either they
played material radically difforent from what is here on this
album·, or else they had incriminating photos of the judges
with various barnyard animals.
·
J;aKe you,r pick.

run them through a bank ot title track is a good example of
effec·ts, and they understand the this sensible delivery, for the
importance of having a rock words of the title are shouted
solid rhythm section from which out without any attempt to dress
to launch their guitars. They are them up. They present the
essentially what the Replace- concept, and the)istener must
ments would be if Paul Wester- do with it what he or she will.
By Brendan Gleeson
The band is comprised of
What's your pleasure? A berg were to look at a newspapraunchy sound of two guitars er. Don't get me wrong, I love Peter Coyne on vocals, his
fighting for dominance? How the Replacements, and I brother Chris on bass, Kris
about a relentless rhythm sec- wouldn't have them change for Dollimore and Mike Gibson on
tion that dares you not .to stay the world, it's just that The guitars, and George Mazur on
still? Or maybe you're satisfied Godfathers draw their inspira- drums. The band works well
if the singer has something to tions from different, more world- together, even though they were
formed quite recently, in early
~
ly sources.
say that's worth listening to?
Perhaps a better comparision 1986. The two guitar sound
Well, The Godfathers have all
this to offer and more on their would be with the Clash. Like I works well for the most part, Noiseworks
Fraser, keyboardist Justin Stantheir fellow Brits, The Godfath- but at times the second guitar Columbia Records
debut album, Birth, School,
ley, bassist Steve Balbi ,. , and
Work, Death. If you don't mind ers take a hard look at the world is unnec~ssary and often ends
drun)mer Kevin Nichol, seem
it straight-up with no frills, then and set it against a -backdrop of up doing meaningless fills. By Dave 0Srerkamp
"La la la," "ooh ooh," "ooh to feel that the poin·t here is to
angry guitars. In their world "WheQ Am I Coming Down"
they're your band.
One thing that The Godfath- ' they view, "Cary Grant's on feature's some psychedelicgui- woh,''· and "ooh oh." The ram- convey their views of personal
ers don't do is let up, either L.S.p.," and there-are "a million tars that are pure Beatles, so blings of an estatk infant? relationships and the state of
. musically in the way they push triums hooked on Valium"; On much so that I find it hard to Perhaps, but in this case, these , the world, hot or cold and
every instrument to its limit or a more personal level, they can believe that the song is a- God- are lyrics one can find on the screwed up,. respectively. They
inner sleeve of the eponymous do this with a musical style that
in their message, which is, at be in~rospective: "My situation's' fathers' original.
you'd never heard before: The
album from Noiseworks.
debut
Death
Work,
School,
Birth,
bitter
a
life's
decline/My
in
their
of
many
so
best, bleak. Like
Noiseworks has spawned two songs are laden with synthes-contemporaries, The Godfath- shade of blue/ I drink to keep . is a healthy sign that rock and
ers are using rock and roll as from crying/What else can I roll is still alive and well. The top ten hits Down Under, "Take izers while a six-string occasionGodfathers have ·their heads on Me Back" and "No Lies," the ally pokes its neck out in the
. a vehicle for ~aking a harsh look do?"
Fortunately, they don't de- straight and their amps on the latter driving home its point mix. Wonders never cease.
at the world in which we live.
Seeing that Noiseworks claim
right settings, and they're well by sprinkling the title throughThere is no doubt that The liver the material in a sappy way,
Godfathers are rock and roll. instead the lines are wrenched worth the attention they' re out the song forty-seven times Sydney, Australia as their home,
in just under four minutes. No it is only fitting that they hired
They know how to make power out through gritted teeth in a starting to garner. Give them
chance you'll soon forget the the ·producer of the land Down
chords work without having to~ very m~tter-of-fact way. The a listen.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ; . name of this song. Lyrics used Under's best known band, /
to count for somet.hing.
,,.INXS, to work their record.
Seven of the ten songs on the Producer Mark Opitz, who has
record contain some mutation ' also worked with Jimmy Barnes
could ·be mo.re logical?) and has
of "·ooh" or -"oh." Although and The Models, has done a
'
plans to let others be used. Of
these gutteral phrases blend into credible job here.
course, the possibilities are
the mix quite well, when conIf you've never listened to
By Marc A. Mamigo~ian
endless: "I Want to Hold Your
fronted by a veritable sea of "la INXS or Honeymoon Suite
For me, the Beatles have made a tast buck ott the .death of TV shows based on Ltnla la's" and "ooh woh's" on the before, then this record is sure
always been one of the things of Lennon. Just last year, the non/McCartney: i.e., this week, -.lyric sheet, one has to wonder, to. delight. you. But for those of
that make life worth living -ever tactful People Magazine Eleanor Rigby is buried along
"What's the point?"
us who have played an INXS
(along with sitting around and joined the fray by putting Lenwith her name, next week, Mr.
The band, which consists of record until the ·needle became
listening to Styx's Paradise . non' s assasin on the cover. Like Kite builds a house of Norweprincipal songwriter/vocalist a mangled stump, Noiseworks
Theater album.) Because of all the thousands who claim that , gian Wood but it is burned down Jon Stevens, guitarist Stuart breaks no new ground.
the pleasure they have brought they are Elvis' offspring, this by_his evil sibling Mean Mr.
into my life and the lives of will continue as long as it is Mustard. I can hardly wait.
countless millions of other lucrative.
· However, the Great Benefactor
people, it irritates m·e beyond
Now, not owning a control- of Plastic Surgeons has pledged
belief to see how badly The ling interest in their own songs not to allow use in commercials
Beatles are being ripped off was long a sore point with of songs he truly loves. Gosh,
these days. Ripping off the Lennon and McCartney. Well, Michael; thanks.
Beatles is not something new; as we all know by now, eveSeveral years ago, in a midI dare say that over the years ryone's favorite alien and erst- seventies Beatles book, the
Messrs. Lennon, McCartney, while ·McCartney collaborator author joked that someday RinHarrison, and Sta1J.~y have been Michael Jackson stepped in, go would pop up on one of those
as exploited as any6lfe;-w'h.eQ_ with money to burn after late night commercials, saying
they were still together, millions Thriller sold 6 trillion copies "Hi! I used to be Ringo Starr..."
were made off of spurious (remember Thriller?), and and plugging cooking utensils
"Beatie Products" that were bought up the controlling 51 % · or something. The author had
never authorized by the Beatles. of the Lennon/McCartney ca- no idea how prophetic he . was, Will Gemge sell "Taxman" to the I.R.S. or ,;Here Comes The
Of course, there are also boo- talogue, meaning not only does until last year Ringo popped up
Sun" to a large Chicago newspaper?
the Gloved One own more of pushing Sun Country Wine
tlegs.
However, the newest wave .the songs than the authors ( the Coolers. Now, I like Ringo, even Hand" for Jergens skin lotion, be starring in a sitcoh1 in the
of ripoffs somehow seem even remaining 49% is divided be- if he always was a bit goofy; that "Taxman" for the I.R.S., "Drive near future as an ex-rock star
more sleazy. First there was the tween Paul and Lennon's estate) was part of being Ringo. But My (ar" for Hertz, "She's So (go figure that!) "I Married
post-death-of-Lennon rash of but also that he has the authority . when even Ringo is cashing in Heavy" for Weight Watchers, Ringo?" "Starkey and Hutch?"
books by everyone who ever to give permission for use of ( like he needs -the cash), it's time ad nauseum. The Great Se_eker- It kind of makes you wonder.
knew him or met him in the the songs. He has .already al- for Paul and George to start of-the-Bones-of-the-Elephant- But, then, as Dylan said, "It's
street. May Pang, Peter Brown, lowed "Revolution" to be used .slapping him "-round. The latest Man's latest plan is to crea_te easy to see without looking far
and_too _many o_the_~s !o ~ame . to advertise sneakers (wha,t on Ringo is that he is going to somethi~g like a weekly series that not much is really saned."

Noise works

Northern Songs
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MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

by Mike Peters

I cou~p've SWORIJ
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by Berke Breathed
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(Jy Jeff MacNe/Jy
TUAT MEAN~ 1V£NTtF4'1NGWASTEFUL .POCK~T~ OF
UNPJ<OVVCTIVE SPi;NV/~E,

IN ll-lE WOJ2KPL-ACE. .

I ~OPE I CAN

COUNT ON '(OUT<

CCOPEf?ATiON AND
UNDEJ:2~TANDING-.

um
TRAVEL
Round Tnps

s,.,,,ng .,

From BQSTON

LONDON

369

378

BRUSSELS
CARACAS

360
769

·HONGKONG

858

SYDNEY~romLAX

By Doug Marlette ·

KUDZU

Taxes not included.
ALSO : Wo~lc- Study Abroad.
Langu~geCourses. lnt·t Stu.d ent iD.
outh Hostel Passes.EUR AIL Passes
issued on the spot I .
Call for the FRE,E CIEE Student
Travel Catalog

MYGUES, ,s-n-lE-UHLAiE AYA.,OU,.AH WHO
CLAIMS -ro BE. DE.AD
Nov-/, \51\.-U:i.,-r RIGH1'?

WEL.L, Hrn-i.m-1,,: MU5i
SAY, S\R,"l'VE BURIED

YOU kNOW-L...tkE
C.OUNiRY BEAR
JAM'f50REE" t\i

II

LOTS Oi= FOLl<S AND WJR
A DEAD Mf).N YOU LO0k
PRE-r1'Y GOOD !

l OC>t-\'T \.\t-.\JE

ROS~L'{\'l'S

~'( G\)NS.

\\E~ t-l-,lO CS\\E
Ot•n Ga
~'{ ! ~\\~ ON.

™

Cambridge 617-497-1497
Amherst 413~256-1261

by Bill Watterson

'(.

tt\.\~I'S

. Boston 617-26•6 - 1 ~

· DISNEY.' - ~ -

Calvin and Hobbes

1

- ~0\)R t-\()~ ~0
I ~£ GO\~G

cm.

RCb~L~N

\S ~£RE -ro
B~-S\T.

Dat-lT 'fO\J
'iO\) JUST 00~1 ~'{ ~UtN1\0~
R£MEM8ER? 1\-\ti..T'S '14~'{ '{()\) NE'JER KN()'«

------

't-l\.\f.\TS OONG O\--l.

1,\()W ~VT
fl.. ~OOt>EN

Sf~KE ~ND

~!'
\X)'Nt.~\/£

f,i,.

Tl/AT!'.'

Let Kinko's help organize and
distribute your supplementary
~lass materials this term.

·-7<inko•s®

Creat copies. creat people.

51 Main St. ·
Durham, N.H.
868-6322
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"FOO D FRIG HT ·" (59
. The Daily Battle to Remain Thin
. A Musical Cabaret dramatizin g women's
obsession with food, weight and body image.
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MOV IE & ROC K . . .
i•
•
~ POS TER
i••
•
SALE
i•
•
•••

FEBRUARV
/

o e,

Produced by "Present Stage"
T ue·s day, February 23
7 & 9pm _(2 shows)
Granite State Room
· Memorial Union Building
University of New Hampshire

..
•

•

22~24 ·
.

•••

:: -GRANITE. STATE ROOM
.

'

• LOBBY 10-5
-PH OTOS FRO M MOVIES: ROCK & TV
-RO CK & MO:VI~ POSTCARDS

Sponsored by:the Division of Student Affairs

Residental Life
Health Services
Dean of Students Office
Animal and N utritional Sciences
· Student Activities
Counseling and Testing

-FORIEGN MOVIE POSTERS
. -A LL THE NEWEST.MOV IES OVER 1000 DIFFERENT

Jj
, Stuaent Tickets $1,
'

'

.

Non-students $2
At MUB Ticket Office

HEYII .
HAVE WE GOT A
DEA
L_
-FO
RYO
U.
(AND YOUR FRIEND)
-

.·

·.

.. .

·

~~s

~:~;-(~

. THATS RIGHT - YOU CAN
GET TWO OF OUR BIG
SCRUMPTUOUS OLD FASHIONED FRAPPES (MADE WITH
TWO
OF ICE
CREAM) FOR THE P-RICE OF
ONE WHEN YOU PRESENT
THl,S,COUPON AT THE UNH .
DAI RY BAR. SO BE A ·BIG
SPORT AND TREAT ¥DUR
FRIEND TO AN AFTERNOON
DELIGHT, OR BETTER STILL,
LET Y QUR FRIEND TREAT
YOU. THIS "GETTO KNOW
US BETTER IN THE AFTER ~.
NOON " OFFER IS GOOD EVER Y DA Y AFTER TWO O'CLOCK. Offer ends 3 / 15 / 88

scoops

:

FRAPPE HAPPY HOUR

i-u°N~BATRYBA
RFR°ArP°Es-:1
·1

I
· I
I
:
:

I

SPECIAL THIS COUPON ENTITLES THE BEARER TO PURCHASE TWO OLD FASH!ONE.O FRAPPES FOR THE
PRICE OF ONE GOOD ONLY
AFTER 2 PM, MON . - SAT.
AND ALL AFTERNOON ON
SUNDAY.

I
:

I
I

I
I
I
I

L....;. ~ _ Qf~_glli)..§.~.1.5L8.§. __ J✓ •
CUT -OUT COUPON NOW

BIB
DIIBI
BIB
in 1hc J.:.uifroad Stuti1111 ucm.r.1
· Mai11 St reet fr11111 t he f ie.Id Ho u.re

-,

•
••• ·
•
••
•

.
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Comics
by Robert _Durling"

Jumpin' Jake

~wfti,C,AF-.T ~I\~

F\NO 1001\'1, IY\O~E
Rl:VEL/\ll0N, ftqovr

l\t')\~IVE'D '.r .~oM : Hl) .,
C.\-\\J~t\-\. ·<.o:/V\r'N(,_v:P ,
IVE.Xf..... Pt\T RoBe~f- .·
_ ,.
SON '>A't'j,
. ., I l.OULQA- ·', - .

~EV. Jll"at'\'f ~~~,GAR.T.
P.E\TEAUN<, P\-iOTO~ HfWf

V'P S\-tOYllN<,
~W'Ml,M,T Wl ft¼ 3

'TV~NEt)

lf{)Ol(ER~ 4 ,ww/\RP
10ttNSoN'EMPL0)'.6fS;,

" ,oAT' ,u,o
~

rt::71

.

~

.-,i-ovPEO l~'e / · ·- . -

r'nlD(»E. r

c

W~B~ TL R..
''llTTI.£ 1'lR. T ~,
Hl~C,C,/\RT

_ . _., ;
ME>'ILO LlT'7'·-'
E"ARTltQVA~G:~... ,. ·,~.:.·:~- - ·
BVT (, 1SbC\.(,~ •-'3v~:(;j- ·.• ,.

\

rnortr

-ro,

. (.ON\h\~IVTED...

•

~

wAtWT

~r:.-

,~., ....:.

.r::t;;Jj , :

.

'

~

MAIN STREET
G0000O MORNING, lJNi-l~ THlS !S A.c.. SPlNNIN' "t\-\E. WAX P.ND ~OT
THE. FACTS'~HeY DID YF.I H€AR TH€. ADMINISTRRT\ON HAS A N£W
CALL£D OOPt ON A BO?€.-'U~AH-f
SOAP OUT - YES MY FR\€NPS,
. 010 yp; SE£ l"HC: NEW C0NSTRUO\0N;- GOPHER C l"Tlf, .AND WHAT A1601.
PAR"\N~ H(Y Bozo--n--fER~ IS NON€..-\F YOU DR\V£.,YOU T\YE --~- AND
NOW -8E.R£'g A CUT FROM ''EL~€R FUDO S\'NG~ BRUC£. SPRINGS1f£N:~

W/-10 IS TH£ Nt:-\.,1 D,J.?

1

ns·

SOM£. :0<-NRM
GUY, I THINK.

J/ACKS HALL
- _-_-_---~------,
- - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - - , . - , - - - - - - - - - ~ ,-,------~-r-::,r,=,;- ,,,;;;:~ r--=-==-=::---

NUKE POWER
.y
PLANT MA

LbVEL Y!

L THER

PUT
TH/5 IN T/-IF: 'BACH PAG-ES

DOOM OORMf !/

By Alvin C.

[_VEN THOUG-H

-'THE NEW HAMPSHIRE''
THEW ARc
DEMONS TRATOR.S"

Glurk

01/TS!DE/,..,..·--....__.l,,....:_·

It was just ' discovered by our ·
:,:,urces that the newest dorm
.,, t UNH, .Hacks Hal 1, has a very
lea~.y n1.1clear reactc,r that has
beer, heating the place since
that r11:,t,:,ri61.1s fraternitY, Sigrna
Er,ig rila st,:,le it frc,r,1 the Detr,:,it
Navy Yard, and ir-,stalled i t c,ver
the w i nt·er break.
1'I caY,'t irnagir1e ~-Jhy the g 1.1y.s
w,:,uld go and d,:, that," . Sigma
Er-1 i 'g111a President H1=nry Spok.es
e x claimed, 11 but this does ans~"'er
the quest i,:,n ,:,f what they did

FREAKER PATROL

OFrlCE

d

1/-ff

Lo RD

by .Michael F. Dou,e -

.

I

. r :i :
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by Kurt Krebs
NOTc:

~)

P€AC£ .

.

.

· Nik is~ n ;ft« Jr~sser.

Znft.aduci "9 SG·s
~ Friend N;k Rece;

I

/-le/lo

. . (JhNi, Oi•II?

Ro9er:

j'

td.

To11'4 ~

frr, Jeff? ...
t

I

'S'it1/>0L ·

mer.A~

NOT
!,.O)J

H/4I

OR BUST
OUR TWO 1-\EROES

11\J SEARCH 0~ INT ELL -

. .. . BUT

PAC\\ UP THEIR VINTA'G-E

ECTUAL

MU5T

FORb At-It>

GUIDANCE' 11-J_

?\\'<E.

-ro

\-\\~E ~· THE

HIG-B'ER E"t>U-

AND SP\R\"TV.AL_

AN

EVER-

FIRST T\-\E'(

f1tJ1)

"THEIR L\V-

,ING- QUAR"'TERS . .. ..

II

\

BY T~E WAY

CJ/.ateau..
de'

Sto

CI-\AN&ING- WORLb ~ ·

CATION • · ·

1

WH E RE: 5 A~L THE

HALf-NA\'<Et) W~~EN~

/

Ange.r
Fighting Constructively ... 5
Expressing Negative - ·
Thoughts and Feelings ... 6
Dealing with
Constructive Criticism .. .t
Dealing with Anger ....8
Understanding Jealousy and
How to Deal with it...9
• Depression
What is Depression .. .431
How to Deal with
Depression .. .432
How to Deal with
Lone Ii ness ... 32
Depre.ssion as a)ifestyle_..A-33
• Stress and Anxiety
Anxiety and Possible
Ways to Cop~ with it...30
How to Handle Fe'ars ... 33
CopLng with Stress ... 38
Relaxation Exercises ... 37
Conflict and Meditation ... 312
Understandind Grief...85
Death and Dying ... 84

• Self-Improvement
Time Management...15
Self Assertiveness .. .402
Building Self ESiteerued
Condfidence ... 35
Standing Up for Yourself...10
Becomi11g Independent from
Parents ...478
The Value and Use of
Self-talk ... 36 ·
What is Counseling and How ·
to Use it...61
Learning to Accept Yourself.:.44
• Sexuality
Male Sex Roles ...40
Male Homosexuality ... 21
DeaU-ng witt, lmpotence ... 23
Timing Problems in Male
Sexuality ... 24
Female Sex Roles .. .39
Female Homosexuality .. .20
Female Orgasm Problems .. .22
Friendship
Friendship Building ... 1
Helping a Friend ... 90
Recognizing Suicidal
Feeling in Others .. .492

-Dating
Dating Skills ... 18
Infatuation or Love ...70
Things to Consider in Looking
tor a Matk,... 71
·
Types of lntimacy ... 3
How to Cope .with a Broken
Relationship ... 83
Physical Intimacy .. .4 ·
• Health-Related Issues
Early sign of an Alcohol
Problem ... 1.60 Responsible Decisions about
Drinking ... 161
-I've been -Raped, What
Do I Do? ... 315
Dealing with an Alcoholic
Parent...479
Anorexia Nervosa & Bulimia .. .215
Herpes-symptoms and
Diagnosis ... 209

AIDS-Reducing the Risks ... 225
· Al DS-Sympto,ms and
Diagnosis ... 218
Acquaintance Rape ... 319

:Dial 862-3554 any night from 6:00 to _12 :00p.m. and select the tape you wish to hear. The tapes run about six minutes. If you have any questions when the tape
is over, a Cool-Aid member will come back on the !ine. Tape line is a service provided by Cool-Aid .in conjunction with Counseling and Testing . Cool-Aid is a
student funded organization. Our Hotline number is 862-2-293.

-

~
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The Memo rial Union Board of Gover nors
· is ·NOW. accept ing applic ations
· for SPACE in the Memor ial Union .

....

,

'
I

.

t
•

If you have any ques_tions please ·
. Contact us at 862~1714 or leave a note
in our mailbo x in Room 322.
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CLASSIFIED
ANYONE WILLING TO SELL THEIR CUR RENT YELLOW PARKING PERMIT FOR
$30?? CALL MELANIE - 332-5799 - or
~~av~ a message
Two rooms for rent (immediately)-large
house. Dover; Own room(s). Large Kitchen.
living area Washer/Dryer. U_tilities in:?luded $250/mohth Please C~ll,743-3118
Apart-men! for rent -. $500 per month.
Includes heat- Main Street. Durham. Call
20 7 -439-3801.

MUST SELLII Round Trip Ticket to San
Francisco. Mar-ch 11th-18th. Bought for
$340- will sell for $295 or best offer. Call
Carol - E_\~nings at (207_)439-1~_13
- ·

( ........_._. .-. . .-.,. .,-/-t _H__

National College Marketing Company
·seeks individual or campus organization
to market well known credit cards right
on campus. Flexible hours, excellent pay .
and full training. Call Ms . Lorick at (800)
592-2121.
KTS Technical Services -ne~ds student,
preferably with own tr-ansp.ortation, to
perform preventative maintenance on

1-l-: :,Dl~~~~~~:~e:n~~l~~·i~tega~n ~~mcig";;~~
4

_:-:~-::'fl-:;_!_:~-:-i~-?:\:-\'.'.i\\-1!\!\\-[
_.-~P-.:-''.W-

. _
E~

(_L~~~:4::~,

Room ,n Somersworth . $200./ mo . plus
phone and percent of utilities. 17 min. ride -G~t a job• Looking for business admin ,
from- campus non-smokers . located in a marketing, comm ., advertising, LA. Proprivate residence owned by student. duction assistant. Assist on a,grass roots
includP.s use 'of all. facilities - pets & lease level 1n a small PR agency, News release
negotiable. Call Matthew Davis 692-7392 each week over next few months. Hours LOST Black and white fresh water pearl
vary. $7.50/hr. Call Field Experience 862 -_ necklace. Lost. in the vicinity of the Book
or 433-301 O days
Sto ff ;f found, please call Joyce at 167'4
Mal e Nonsmoker needed as roommate for l) 84 ·
2 bedroom apt. in Downtown Dover Great opportunity for sophomores, summer, Lots <Jf sentimental value attached to the
Remodeling Taking pla c e . Prefer quiet 88 and 89 . Intern various assignment s 1n nec 1< ·3ce.
per son. Apt. located over Doctors offices the benefits office of a company, alrmg
2 min walk to K-Van . Call 749-3202 or 742 - with training sessions during the sc :1•JOi
year. Jobs located in several cities .
0661
Great House For Summer . Fall Option. At Competitive pay. Placement after gradua tion . Call Field ExperiEmce 862 -1184.
least.one space available 14 x 20. Awe- -·· . . ----------... ···- .. ···--·
some _for· one. perfect for two. Call Chuck Work -Study students wanted for Psychol Sick of school? Tired of Durham? It's not
ogy Computer Lab Assistant. One to two
after 5. 868-3709.
too late to getaway! CANCUN, MEX/COIi
. . . -----·--·-··
-Will assist
THE BAHAMAS!! Trips start at $2791 Spots
HUDDLESTON HALL OPE:N HOUSE Come persons available immediately.
computer lab .
are disappearing fast so call now' RobiJrta see an on campus h0 using alternci'tive students in- psychology
Minimum qualifications Familiarity with
868 -3214 anytime
· !Aarch 2nd__~ ~- ~~ __prn All welcorrie _
VAX VMS and .undergraduate statistics .
3 great spots in Florida tor Spring Break'
$6.00 per hour /Mours negotiable. Appli or
Top Seller- Panama -City Beach
cants should come to Conant Hall 113 tor
traditional Daytona Beach or Lauderdaule ..
~pplica_ti~_fl !orm.
Best Prices I Call Now Melissa 659- 7805
:?_r Lu~EJ8~~~?.~~5..:..§pots are tilli~_g-~·,1 1
The Meeting Center at Orchard Pa,r,.,
·SECTIONAL COUCH for sale. 10 sections, · Portsmouth. needs help serving buffet
on weekdays
automans included. Good condition -very _luncheons and coffee breaks
If you have free time during the day to work
_- £Omfy. -~6_0_~ o~~~_st ~tfer~-~-~~~~~}-~ __
on an on-call basis, call 433-5300 .
. '85 T-bird High Mi/age (80k), Low Price,
full time ski instructor. BalWanted:
. Great car , Excellent Condition. Runs
;::'.~ Perfectly Air, AM-FM Stereo. Rear De - lsams / Wilderness Ski Resdrt. Dixville
Notch. NH 03576. Room and board in. · frost . ~4850 Cal/_659 ~593_2_. _ ..
cluded. Contact Tom Nangie (603) ·255_
;: PORTABLE COMPACT WASHER Has sink 3951 or Michael Pearson 868-3072.
·. ,.:. or regular fa ucet connections- Perfect size
/ ~ or apartment use (we just bought a full Wanted May 15- Companion with elderly .
'_,,':') size machine) $1 50-749-2606 after 6:00 woman. In Durham, salary, room and board.
Light housekeeping duties. Inquire morn · pm Ask for Roe (can deliver locally)
ings Rm. 319 James -Hall
Y;maha -A~i; u~tic- G~i;~r -4508: ;ear old, ·
time work starting -at $15LHR. If you
Part.
: _' · rnint codition List over $400, will sell $275· ·
_;_'.:':,w'!i1 ::; oft shell case . Call Of visit Mark at scored a 700 on your SATs or had a GPA
of 3 5. The Princeton Re.vi e-.:V may have
-; ~i\l:: ~?~~~§~--~-- -- '..( .. __ _ ,., .·:. --- ·----------- ~; high paying, 'part t,me job to:~you FOR SAL:'E__:__ F.i-e~aldlt Fu ego 1983, 'black
Ne~ -Hampshire's -b~;, SAT ~-;;;chin; •·
'!exterior. SPORTY ~Best ofter 603-431 -8237
course is looking tor a few bright, energetic
fc1, ~:Women·s Sporto Duck Boot~. size 7, Navy and personable recent graduates of top
rs/ue. $20.
/)
______ .. . . . __ __ ___ __ colleges to teach classes evenings and
-- ·. -' Call Susan, 2-4405.
);:'-~"-t>: $pecial student tickets still avai lable for weekends .
of Excell ence -:- An Olympic You must be a good communicator with
ff.
•. •-f- A Pursuit
•:·c'?;Tradition' Gourmet Dinner, Friday Feb.26. strong Math or Verbal skills,
·_
_________
\- .; Buynow - MUB.Tick~_~_Qttice
'L-.,_,_<·GOURMET DINNER: "The Pursuit of We will train you in our revolutionary
techniques, then pay- you handsomely to
-.
~· :: Excellence - An Olympic Tradition." A
h
t
:~: \ seven course gourmet dinner with cash ~?r~ wil small groups _of _S udents
th
·'~~ bar and entertainment Friday February If you'd like to join e SAT superSlars, se nd

/i

1

f~,

________

,

,,,

,,

NOW SOUND EXPRESS- the ultimate
dancing experience. Thursday night 9prn~2arn:_~UB PUB. Pres_~~ted by__

fl:1_~0

Eaton House Open-House: Tuesday Feb
23, 8-1 o pm. If you are interested in living
here, come·and see'
It you have had multiple sexual partners
since 1978, you might be at risk tor AIDS.
For free. anonymous and non-judgementa!
antibody testing and tor counseling , call
the office of HealtH Education and Pro:m.otion. Health Services Genier, UNH ~62-·
3823 ·
Eaton House, the creative arts mini-dorm,
will be h~lding an Open House on Tuesday,
Feb 23, 8-1 0 pm

G- Are you going to dance to Now Sound
~_press again next Th~rsday night? I.M .
• • •• ••• **** * ** ****• •• •• •sENIORS
'88 '** '******* **** ** **
$ for the "Senior Scoop" is low this week,
6ut we wanted to tell you what 's coming
up ..

·.=-~-* * * * ~

THE FAR SIDE

RSON
By (;ARY LA_

* *

* * . -.• * * : ______

------ ~ -.;,

Using .more than one drug at a time can
be even more hazardous th?n over drinking.
Th effects may be additiv.e amd thE,y may
interact in unknown w_-ays'. Overdose and
/or death is more possible. For mo,re
· !_i::_tor_~a-'.ion, call He?lt~ Education, x3823. .

The annual AGR Torchrun against leukemia is a worthy charity that needs your
donations!' it'you would like··to make a
pledge, please ask for Joe Miller or Pete
Brown at 868-9895.
- e-11 ,-it-'s_a_b_o_ut·
R_S_'W
_ G_E_
ST PAULI GIRL RUG
,

To whoever sent me the 1 /2 dozen roses,
I Just got them . Now who are you? This is
dnving me nuts!! ROB _STEEN _ -------·JAKE - What do you say you let me cook .
some plastic tor you? Or better yet, a cake'
· Maybe my cookif)g isn't meant tor the
kitchen if vou know ·what I mean! Maybe
,I'll c ome ov er SOrTl(:; day. fJUI don't worry,
I'll call first' Love- HIP.PS'
MAHLA - Let's keep I Hf: ~Ai I Hand. to/low
THE FAITH and when we find Tl-IE FAITH
let's SHAKE it' You know what I mean ...
I can"t wait to see who we drag out of the
next club we go· to,.. can we possibly keep
up our track record of this past weekend?
-Your pal who likes the SKiNNY men.
To the Chick Magnet from Sig Ep- What
is_willpowt.,r? Do you _have any? Love P.J.
Thank you St Jude & St. Anthony tor favors
received! CB

that time again. There will be an organizatiorial meeting at? p.m. this Wednesday
,to 2 returning members. The 'place is apt:
1 at Nick's Bricks and retreshmen-ts will .
be served. Hope to see you all there.' Hooker
Boo, thanks fo,r the card. It was a bit early
but I'm sure you wouldn 't DARE be t~asing
me when you know I already have to wait
that extra day. No, I'm SURE you wouldn't.
Especially when you know of ALL the
benetiis you can reap from my greatly
anticipated birthday. Sorry 10·doubt you.
It's just a silly phase 1·m ·going through.
Love Ya', Hooker. P.S. How was Sugarbush? -Remind me to tell you about my big
Premiere.
-----Polehairs , Well um geez. let's see __ uh... oh ... damn, I don't knowl Coathairs.
CHRISTINE- I'm over my cold, and I'm just
dying to work off some tension. Let's ,r,":;t ·
tog_ether and get naked this weekend. What
~ _you think?- BARRY L.

· Hey you guys in X-Sen- We miss you' Let's
go out soon! 1s getting a personal enough
incentive?? Luv your 2 Chi-0 pals. ·
To the guy who likes Paulina and browniesAmy told me what she told you- is that why
you're acting so strange? Forget it- there
. was a big miscommunicatiori between Aim
and I Still friends? The girl who loves ice
cre;am and vocjka.
Hi Guys! I never officially thanked you tor
. saving my life a couple of weeks ago. S
& J you earned your nursing c~edits. H and
A thanks a million tor everything. Love ya
·2._uys' Happy belated V.D.
Marcel: Christensen won't be the same
without you- nevermind my nonexistent
yet sordid sex life or Thursday nights. I'll

THE SENIORS '88 DAZE 'TIL GRADUATION PARTY is Tu.e sday night at Glory
{'/,.26th Granite State Room . MUB 6:15 pm a copy 01 your resume wil ha letter 01 intent
The Princeton Review P.O. . • Daze. Stay tuned for more into in T ues day ,s
)._ ;·_·
_ TICKETS ON SALE by Feb. 2_4 to:
- s·PECIAL STUDENT
.
personals'!' ;
H_o.~p_3_3_'- ··
--'---,N
ly._$1_§~~~-~- .Box} ~~-7_E_x_e_te_r~
__k_e_~-_Of_f_i~~:_O_Jl_
,;, \ ~oVV,_M.~~Jic

~~[.;\

HEY SWEEPERS-- nice sweeping sun day, even though we -got swept 3.way ;
Coach -you played for blood' Sonia and
Rob -nice .net keeping' Cami and Greg - you're a team of your own' Marlene-you
animall Wass-let me sleep next time!! We'll
take the title next year--Vermont handicaps
and alll_

··-------~i_ss you.
"Drink provokes the desir-e but it takes away
the performance."- Shakespeare. Alcohol
lowers inhibiti~ns to respond more freely
to sexual stimulation but reduces P.hysical
abilities and can lead to. irresponsible
decision making. For more information call
Health Education, X 3823_. - - - · - -·__
_~!-~?Ann my super coo)_rpomiel -~-----

- - - - - - -- - -- Your Planetary Path - It's yours and yours
alone. Ast~ology Readings . MaryJane
Moviton 436-4084.
Scared and think you're pregnant? We c'kre.
(.Call u\s tor _tree confidential testing and
counses 7,49-4441. Appointments and
walk-ins we./come. Seacoast Crisis Pregnancy Center, 90 Washington St, Dover.
Hours 10-4 Monday-Friday, 7-9 pm Thursr :
day evenings.
TAX PREPARATION- by enrolled agent,
individual or business, fast and reasonable,
call now ·749-6327.
FREE GR.E SEMINARS Call 603-772-2242
for a schedule.
VOGEL'S HALLMARK, FOX RUN. 10 --'-l:2:
hrs/wk 3.80 - 4.00/hr. immed. and summer'
employment, nice working conditio~s. c'a11
Mrs. Patrick 431-8805.
- - - - - - - -- ---- - - HUDDLESTON HALL OPEN HOUSE Come .
see an on.campus housing alternative.
~ar?~_2nd 9-10 pm. All welcome.

MARJ- My FAITH in keeping ourtrack
record will NOT be 'SHAK-EN. After all, we
are recognized loyal "supporters" · ~f THE
FAITH . Anything said-or,,d0ne.with good
FAITH will never be condemned. AmenlHave thermos, will trave/1 (Have to stay
awake driving home from those LONG
nights) The question is, where will it go

IF you have had a blood transfusi;on,
between 1975 and 1985, yqu might be; kt;
risk for AIDS 1 For tree and anoRymous AlDs:·
antibody counseling _and/or testing, c~'.it
the office of Health Education and Promotion, Health Services Center, UNH. 862c,0
3823.
- - - - -- - - - -- --~If yold are a sexually active gay or bisexw~(
·
~mm h.EJrEJ?. ___ _____ ··--··
male, you may be at risk tor AIDS. For tre~'. -~
Kumehairs - Good luck with the new
anonymous ·and· non -judgemental A/D's '
interest and here's hoping tor many "sappy"
antibody counseling and/ or test·ing, ciiJI :.
~ve~i~~s_: - Your favoriteex-Sap _ ---·-----, the office of Health Education and Pref\ :,,
ERIC. Here's your personal Well, V.P.
motion, Health Services Center, UNH. 862.- '·
e me one and
Issues are like tissues, Giv_
;~t!;
_ ,,.___ _ -3823. I'll wipe _my c:!§S wit~-.it. Love:ya: Little· Man.

By Leigh Rubin

Hi 'Buddy' We/I ·it's already March. I miss

!'.°-~: and am thinking of you. XOXOXO S.F.
Alcoholism has· been called the most
serious drug problem- due to cost to ·
society, physical damage to body/ organs,
and the large rrumber of fatalities and
victims resulting from accidents and
withdrawal symptoms. For more information
call Health. Education, X 3823.
J.~..,.._-<L.

,:)_~--- .- -

~ ~Alsll>lffJ""' " " /{, ~ • ~ ..,,.:_

Hi LDM and MULEll!I Whats up?? 1v11sst1u
you guys last weekend. Love Zuzzy
Hey Warner, I always wanted to pass the
soap because when I grow up, I want to
be just like you. I feel like I'm getting closer
and clo?er, but everday it gets harder and
HARDER : Save some hot water. Mongo,
lord of the VP.
Lonely, unattached president of of area
dorm looking tor campanionship of any
kind. I'm into braiding my chest hair, pQking
my dog with forks, and getting pledge dance
dates at Oyster River. Plus I make a mean
tofu-burger. Drop me a line at Congreve
Hall.

@1988 Universal Press Syndicate

Testing whether or not. rhinos land on their feet.

Debate meetir.ig in the debate office
Thursday at 6:30. Call the dude tor.<:;~!]...
·
firmation andior details.

.

,,.
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UNH clings fof play-off .birth
was pleased with his· team's no-rice this anq called several
performance.
time -outs to tell his team.
"We played a really go(?d Carpenter mentioned that the
game," noted Carpenter. "If we coach·:.s strategy was "try not
play like we pfayed against BU to foul to much and look to make
in the upcoming ·games we're them take bad shot." Carpen·g oing to win a couple."
.
ter sa.id the coach stressed ·
The Wildcats showed early defense.
on that they were there to play
when they took grabbed a quick - The only problem was that
the Terriers didn't give their .
7.::2 advantage. But the next
seven points belonged to BU . opponents much oppurtunity
After that ,,t he Terriers slowly . · to l!,Se this strategy. According
began to build a respectable 10 to Carpenter the Terriers took
their time when they got hold
point cushion to take into the
of the ball and used the clock
locker room at halftime, 41-31.
to their advantage.
1
After this BU may have
expected the 'Cats to roll over
The Wildcats wer:e forced into ' Hoop te am ~eeds a victory or play-qffs are o~t. (Craig Parker
and die for them. -But this wasn't fouling the BU players. ,The
.
.
.
the case. The Wildcats kept their game was iced at the line for BU ~ro)
cool and before BU had known but not before extreme difficulty
what had hit them the 'Cats created by the Wildcats.
were scr~tching at rhier ·d oor.
The Wildcats now look to NU
The spread was an uncomfortable four around the five min- for their ~econd meeting of the By Richard D'Avolio
lat.e r Kat:y Stone got-her seco~d
season with the Huskies. Carute mark of the second half, and
With all the Olympic action of the game asisted by Chaluppenter
is
optimistic
stating,
"We
the ,momentum was with the
that has taken place this past nik and Andria Hunter.
~layed them tough the first
Wildcats.
·
It was now 3-2 in favor of
time. They were really frustrat ~ . weekend, people · may have
But after a couple of UNH ed."
·
forgotten the UNH women's UNH, but.that wouldn't last too
offensive attacks went for null,
hockey_ team had a weekend · long. Just a minute later PC tied
He explained that if he and series of their own.
BU found their way to the foul
the score and then the back
line on several 'consecutive · his mates play like they did in
Fortunately the Lady 'Cats breaker came with just seven
occasions. They couldn't miss.
the first half of the first game faired much better then the USA ' seconds left in the game. The
Carpenter reiterated this lat- . , they should give them a run for hocl~~y team, as they finished all impotrtant face off was in
er. "They were making their foul their money.
·
a very\ respeaaWe second place UNH's zone and it w~s won by
shots," explained the sophoin the · ECAC league, behind . PC. ,
.
.
.
The
'Cats
play
their
final.
more, "Most of their points (at
The puck ~.as dropped back
home game of the season undefeated Northeastern Unithis stage) came from the foul
- to Sophomore defensemen Ketagainst first place Siena o·n versity.
line." .The
team
split
this
important
ly O'. Leary who unleashed a blast
Saturday at 3:00.
Coach
'weekend series with the Prov- thac'ibeat:Tura glove side to end
iderice Friars, _the t~m they had the game ,in a _depressing fato beat in order to frnish second sh_ion, ·4-3. Katey Stone said
iri the league. Under normal ab~ut the teams performance
circumstances the women would. after the game, ."We had our
have been upset winning one moments but we could have
and losing one, but all they had , ·played a lot better.'"
,
to do for second place was win
Sunday the team tra,veled to
one game, arid that's just what Providence where they did play
,,,,. the1 did. ,
_
.
much better. The team needed
On Saturday's game here at this win and the way they played
Snively Arena the Lady 'Cats def!nitely showed they knew
. lost to the Friars 4-3, on a this. They took the lead two slapshot goal with -just 7 seconds zip and never relinquished it
left in the game.
as they went on to win in
The UNH women seemed controlable fashion 4-2.
slow and a bit flat in the first
Coach McCurdy com'mented
period. Perhaps they were still on the teams performance Sunfeeling a little dowri from the day, "We played a good kind of
~:'loss at NU last Tuesday.
.
grind it out hockey." He con"lt (the NU 'game) took tinued to say that it was a total
something off our intensity level team effort and that he was
in this game." Coach McCurdy "Impressed with the character
said afterward. ·
it took to win the game."
Although UNH didn't really
Freshmen Karen Akre scored
play that well in c.he first period, two goals to continue ·t he scorthey manage.cl to leave the ing display she ,h<!.S beeo.,'. showperiod tied, 0-0.' .This was: in ing recently. Katey Stone who
· ~ ~~shman -. sensation Chris Winnes looks to -tuc;:k one home and cap a impressive rookie season. part due to senior captain, Liz has been_very hot as of late also
· Tura who made sorrie great had a goal and [iz Tura made
·, (Craig Parker Photo)
.
.
·
saves to keep the game scoreless. 25 saves.
(continued from page 28)
.•
. .
Although the team won the
The-second ·period was one game they lost some valuable
period. It also put them in a error). The other two games the 1988-89 and hope for better
UNH would like to forget as PC . defensemen in ~h~ p'rocess.
desperate situation- being down Wildcats escaped, b1,1t this time results. They plan to start next
scored with just seven -sec9nds Shelley DiFro.n·zo and Dianne
' by three goals goi·ng into the it cost them a goal-possibly the , season Tuesday night against
left in the stanza to go up 2-1.
Robbins look questionable for
game.
Lowell.
UNH scored the first goal of the beginning of the playoffs
final period in a must game.
· "Going into the third period . The._:'Catsonlygoalwa!iSCOr ed
"We want to get some mothis period at 1:5L The cats due to injuries, right now it's
in a vistor's rink dow~1by three
by Dan Prachar midway through men cum going into next seadisplayed beautiful passing as day to day. Seniors Sue Hunt and '
the thirdrperiod which cut the ~on," Grassie said. "Also it · Heidi Chalupn-ik and Andria _ Dawn Wright will be moved·
goals without anyA_gns behind
deficit to only two but Lodin's would be nice to w.in for the ' Hunter passed back and forth back to play defense for the
you is tough," Rossetti said.
As usual, the Wildcats came
power-play goal lacer iced it for seniors I know I am going to be
drawing PC players to them injury plagued unit.
out sluggish and it cost them.
the Huski!=S. The goal was trying a little h~rdei;,"
then Chalupnik dished it off to
The re,gular season is over and
They failed on a power play
assisted by Steve Horner and
Katey Stone. She made no now it's playoff time. By UNH
opporcunity_at the eight minute
Rossetti.
·
NOTES: Chris Wiones has
mistake, whistling a backhander finishing secor;id i~ the league
,mark of the period. and only
Rossetti, Tim Hanley, Quin- accumulated 17 . goals (four . past the sprawling PC goalie. they will host fifth place Colby
managed six shots on Old Friend
tin Brickley, and Rick Lambert shortha_nded)and nineteen asThis was one of two goals for at Snively Arena here on Sat- ·
are the four seni'ors playing in sises on the season and is in
Ston~ in the game. ✓
urday at 7:00. This is the first
Burchill, who would come back
to ·haunt them later.
their last two games this wee,k conte_ntion for Hockey East
.The Friars would get the eying _ game of the playoffs .and it's a
Despite all the penalties,
(Lowell Tuesday and Maine rookie of the year honors ....Bob
goal at 9:59 of the period and one game elimination format.
-UNH oEJly allowed one power
Friday). Both games will be Kulle~ says he is ''coming
then with just 17 seconds left If the team wins this game they
play goal in six opportunities
played a t Snively.
along". Kullen sounded excelin the second, PC's leading will be in the final four held at
and chat was scored by Claude
· Understandably, Rossetti lent over the phone ... Winnes
scorer Lisa Brown scored on a NU Friday March 4. The -finals
Lodin with 4: 12 remaining in
wants to finish off his somewhat leads the team in game-winning
breakaway maki[!g it 2-1 at the are . set for Sunday March 6
the game. The goal was a resuh
disappointing career, in terms · goals with four. Also he is
buzzer. ·
again, at NU's Matthew Arena.
of a too many men on the ice
of wins and losses, in glorious · wearing .a cast on his knuckle
In the first two minutes of ·
The Wildcats .are definitely
penalty. At this point the '(:acs
fashion.
. which he broke ... UNH has
the third p~riod there was more · ready for the .playoffs finishing
were only down by two goals
"I would like to go out w-ith a _played in seven overtime games scoring then there was com- the season with a very impresbut chis penalty dashed ·any
little spark;" he said. "We will t'his sec!sbn, tying a school bined in the first two. UNH · sive· 14-4-1 record. Coach
hopes of a comeback. .be loose and I would not be record. They are 2-2-3 in overtook the .lead, scoring two go~ls ,-McCurdy commented on the
This is the third c,:onsecucive
surprised if we take it to the rime chis yea'r. In the game in as many minutes. The first teams current attitude, ..·w e are
other teams'·."
·
against Vermont Quintin Brick- · was a bla's t by fro_m the point · ready to play survival hockey,"
, game they have be~n call.ed for
that absolutely unexcuseable
· Now for the 'Cats they-'must ley and David Aiken registered by Lo~na Moody, assisted by and during March madness
penalty (usually a coaching
s_tart over and look ahead to their 50th career points.
Pam Manning and Andria Hun- survival is _the key to the fhamter at 1: 17. Thirty-thr~e seconds pionship. /

By Stephen Skobeleff
The UNH Wildcats aren't the
only hoop tearn in their conference faced with crucial win
sit:uations :every time they step
on rhe floor. The BU Terriers
have gotten themselves into a
similar dilemma, though for an
entirely different reason.
For the Wildcats, wins equal
a glimpse of hope in the chase
for the final ECAC North Atlantic playoff spot. For the Terriers,
wins keep- first place dreams
a-live, as they trail Siena by ope
game.
·
So when UNH dropped into
Walter Brown Arena on Saturday, both the 'Cats and the Dogs
had a lot tb claw for. But when
the battle was over the ,Terriers
sho~ed why the honor theywere fighting for was a little
more prestigious than the one
the Wildcats sought. BU
struggled but came out on top
in the end, 79-64.
·-:The game wasn't a complete
failure for Coach Friel's troops.
They proved that they could play
,, with the powerhouses of the
conference, even when the
powerhouse needed to, triumph
badly.
.
Wildcat Keith, Carpenter had
a little to say about d i is point
mentioning that he was upset
before the game because he had
heard that BU was taking the
'Cats Ii htl . But in the end he

a

1

Two . game split

,
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Sports
North easter n knock s Wildca ts out of Play-offs
•

I

•

i

By John Kelley
All year long the UNH men's . ·
hockey team has been knocking
on the door to gcc;t out of the
.cellar and into the playoffs. But
for the second straight. year the
door is locke_d and UNH is the
only team without a key.
. -Two events happenend over
the weekend which made their
basement finish official. One,
the Wildcats were soundly de~
fe.ated by Northeastern 4-1 at
tiny 'Matthews Arena. Secondly
the Boston College E;igles 4pset
Mai'ne in Orono~4-3:
It is true that if BC did not
win that UNH would still be
mathematically in th~ race for
the playoffs, but they needed
to win that game for another
reason - to prove they can win
big games on the road.
UNH can attribute their
inability to win on the r·o ad to
1) getting off to slow starts and
2) not being able to stay out of
the penalty box . They have a
1-11-1 record away from ·home
nd
th
have not won a
is year a
Seoior captain Tim Hanley takes it to net for the Wildcats tonight at ·7:00. (Adam Fuller , road
January 8 when
since
game
. .
. Photo ·
they beat Michigan State (fr-5
win in overtime).They have
only been able to manage .a .
meager tie s-ince in visitor,,;'
arenas (Providence 2-2).
The Wildcats accumulated
six penalty mi'nutes
twenty
9.2.
a
with
honors
co-captain Michelle Sawyer had tied for cop
By Ellen Harris
too many for any team
is
which
a
not
was
beam
the
However,
·
also,
performance
strong
·
a
Due to an error by the judges
scoring an 8.85 in a routine strong event, with only two of trying to win on the road. This
this weekend, fans at the UNH
containing a Tsukahara - a six UNH gymnasts staying .on was a problem UNH had solved
gymnastics meet walked out of
for a while, but in this game they
_
difficult move combining a half their routines.
Lundholm gym under the ima relapse.
had
.
a
UNH-lost
Unfortunately,
back
a
and
horse
the
onto
turn
won.
had
URI
pression that
competitor when Tammy Hager . . · "It . (Matthews Arena) is a
summersault off. In fact, the Wildcats won the
Junior Tammy Hager won the · injured her right knee on a beam smaller rink, so there is less
meet with a score of 178.95. URI
· skating room and more bumpbars with a 9.3, compet- dismount.
uneven
followed with 178.85 and Yale
Goodspeed comented, "We ·ing into each other," Rossetti
ing at a high level of difficulty
was third with 178.35.
in her best performance yet this were really shook up by Tam- _said. "Some of. the penalties
Head Coach Gail Goodspeed
my's injury, but hopefully she :were just frustration on our
year, ac(ording to Goodspeed.
commented she was pleased
will be back wit,h us in a few :par't."
was
Paredes
Laura
Freshman
with the close win, but" it was
second with a score of 9.25. weeks. She is a strong girl and : The turning point in the
too bad the fans didn't know
Strong performances were also · the prognosis is good for her game came late in the second
about it when the meet ended.
period when the Huskies were
Junior Nancy Andrews tied given by Andrews and Sawyer, return this season."
able to beat Pat Stzurm (twenty8.8
and
8.9
of
scores
with
a
for second on the vault with
saves), twice in a fifteen
~ine
26
page
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,
respectively.
score of 9.1, and frc:shman Dina
Senior
Pete!so·n received a 8.95.

'Cats defeat URI and Yale

second span-both by Kevin
Heffer_nan .. This was especially
_damagmg because UNH played
much better in the second period
only co fall further behind.
"We were all over them in
the second period," Chris Grassie said. "Then they stored two
goals."
The Wildcats played a fine·
second p.eriod but had nothing
to show for it. The 'Cats hit the
post three times and goalie Rich
Burchill (twenty-nine saves)
made some big saves that kept
UNH from scoring.
"·E very time we dumped the
puck in," Grassie said. '·1Burchill
went behind the net and passed
it to a defense men. He acted Hke
a third defensemen."
"Burchill (goalie Rich Burchill) played well for them,"'
Mike Rossetti said. "He won :
He made really good saves
especially in the third period."
Those two late goals took any
momentum the 'Cats had gairied
for their effort in the second

---.--.
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By Chuck McCue

Co-Sports Editor
If you are like me you have
been watching the Olympics
faithfully the past week. If you
are like me you have also been
asking some relevent questions.
Like does the Jamaican bobsled
'team have ·a legiti,:nate shot?
Bu_t then die Soviets hit the
scene and the fun has left
Calgary and I am asking myself
these questions now: Why has
the media blown · the medal
count way out of proportion?
Why is everyone down on the
US team? And why, please tell
mi why tl::ie questions are all
starting to be, Soviet Union is
blood doping, Soviet Union is
going to win all the golds, and
the Soviets are using profess_ional athletes. I have had it with
the Soviets.
The bottom line is that USA
does riot employ athletes t6
·compete for them and the
Soviets do. This means that
"Vladamir Turnsandspitsov"
_is paid by the Soviets to, say,
cross-country ski. Now say ole
Vladamir dopes his blood to win
medals and in doing so probably
picks up a few more rubles from
the Kremlin. Big deal, that is
not the spirit of the games.
Athletes who compete for the
US do it at their own expense.
In Calgary the talk has been
medals, gold medals. Howeve
the fact is that ·Russia is goin
to take home more gold fro
west of the Mississippi sine
1849, but this does not impress
anyone else but the Russians.
It should be mentioned tha

in this Olympics any US athlet

that has played professiona
sports must have given up thei
committment to that organi
zation to participate. Thi
eans no money, no in~emives
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